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Great Tennessee fair!
Will. be% 1134e1szil it
1 1301\TNT.,
Commencing Monday, Sept. 26th, 1887.
ANY) CCSNwI`XNI.TX1V cSESIME. AfILY ES.
$10,000 in Pre mi ums Competitirwi open to the world. Special Attractions Every• Fullest Premium List Ever Gotten Up.• Day.
3 Races Each Day. Finest Double Track in the United States.
Preparations for 40,000 People Each Day. Street Cars Run tie the Grounds.
Tennessee amid the Entire Mississippi Valley Well Rerexente I. City of Nashville Will oe Illuminated Three Nights Durhes the, Week. HALF-FARE RATES on All the Railroad and Steamboats Running into Naehville.
, ellaelonc. fltemeaseicl.
N:03/10MELCIPIELIES 9 CCODIKIESIW.A.TIONT,
Of Cleveland, 0., • magnifieent slate of Eleven Thoroughbred Running Homes, w hien will give an 1.: thibition daily during the Fair Thesehorses et il be driven bare-back to saddle, driven to wagons and with sta udi lig riders at • pace rarely equaled by the best horses in the worldThu Combination me mire the following well-known Artiste. M A DA HE A t.t. the World's 4 hampion Equestrienne. M I sS ALICE HO USER,the blest ieIbratetl Bare back Rider ot the W. rid. will give an A stouseing Exhibition of Bold and kihlfal Horsemanship MIS8 HATTIEPALMER. the 4..reat Le-y Ectiertrienzw, a ill role against the elebrisiedi riders OSCAR WILDE and LILLY Al.the Va.:test 'Team IlkA vaerieri, will be driven to wagon and ridden bare-back and to saddle by these fearless and daring riders. The ii.1111/1T1 Standing Rave betweenA ILIZON A JC.E and TEXAS JOHN, of New Mexico, will lie made standing on the beetroot tour of the Fastest Ste-als of the West, tusking theturn of the track in lees than sixty pecords. Imagine a rider with a tying horse utter each foot. Don't mies this oul) opportunity to we illY814lailoum riders and their perilous masterly riding.
Admission Only 50c. Including the Fair, Races and Exhibition.
4: 1111 F04:6,
H it STUIIIILEFI
JAMES FRANKLIN,
ISAAC?. RHEA,
A H ROBINSoal,
C. M. FOCC, President.
DIRECTORS:
JOHN P WHITE,
JOHN P WILLIAMS,
W B CHEATHAM,
T W WIIENNE,
DE B D0t101.As.
OrAddress all Communications to
C. H. CILLOCK, Secretary, Nashville.
U H
IC IISTAHLMAN,
OROROk: W WHITE,
JOHN HARM NO,
W N DUNCAN
, BASSETT & CO
wastlies
Roberts' Parabola-Needles 5 cts. a paper.
Saxony Yarn, 8 cts. a Skein.
Zephyr, 5 cents per ounce.
Belding's Spool Silk, 100 yds., 8c a spool.
Belding's Embroidery Silk, 7 spools for
5 cents.
Brass Pins 2 cents a paper.
English Pins, finest made, Sc a paper.
Linen Thread, 200 yards, all numbers, 7
cents a spool.
HOSIERY.
Everything in the Hose Line is to lit-
found in our stock. We would call tilt
ladies attention to our
RAVEN BLACKS!
ASK TO SEE
Our White Blankets at $1.00 per tiair.
Our White BlanKets at $1.25 per pair.
Our White Blankets at $2.25 per pair.
Also our fine grades. Our Grey Blank-
ets at 98 cents per pair.
Nelson Seamless Socks, 8 cents a pair.
Genuine British full fashioned Socks,
19 cents.
Genuine Celluloid Collars, 17 cents:
Genuine Celluloid Cuffs, 34 cents.
Genuine Guyots French Suspenders, 40c.
4Climax Cuff Adjuster, 15 cents.
Satin Tuck Scarfs, 17 cents.
CORSETS.
Full line of such Celebrated Goods as
Dr. Warner's, Thompson's, Dr. Strong's,
.1. B.; P. N.; P. D. •
ASK TO SEE
)ur Comforts at 75 cents.
Our Comforts at 98 cents.
Our Comforts at $1.17 cts.
Our Comforts at $1.25 cts.
Our Comforts at $1.68 cts
Our Comforts at $1.98 cts.
Our Comforts at $2.17 cents.
BASSETT& CO
JUST LET in WHIM
that it will do you good to see our 162. stock of
Arrril3FL.IkCTIC:01•TIE5
consisting of the latest styles and best qualities at prices nobody cares to meet. People are
saving money and securing the best by purchasing from our seasonable line of choice se-lections in
MEN'S & BOY'S CLOTHING
And Gent's Furnishing Goods.
We have an immense variety in all our departments. The leading novelties and stan-dard styles of the season. Prices the lowest ever known for first-class goods. All ourgoods marked in plain figures; no signs that have a different meaning for every one who
asks. Everything in plain black and white.
WE DO NOT CREDIT.
Our prices are cash prices, and the lowest to be had anywhere. Gi*us a call; inspect ourgoods, and don't forget that there will be no hard times for you if you buy of
PaYM & 11V-.A.1.17101\T,
31E1CD3EmilCIZWEVIVILIAM,
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
511th :4‘ Collv,
HOPKTNSVILLE, KY.
38th Yoar Season Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
The Course of Study Embraces
ART, SUM E, ',EWERS, ENOI-
NICKRINO, NORVAL, MN.
INC 1 A 1. and MUSIC
Seth Vire soleittetel In the "hely ion
Newell leAr men% yew is a wows! r
"
ie f IN III
"ri 1Terh NV1 r  1 fi Wit/Pali Ott IN p,M7 1 !I 0 111,1 .1•11,17,11
to. i44gns. 1144101 11 Mr 41110NISt.
President
Or Pref. M. I, II.IPOCOMNo
VIsseirresidessi.
HARDWARE! HARDWARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND /MUNITION!
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SE US!
re
And Guarantee SatefactIn I
THOMPSON & ELLIS.
DYSPEPSIA.
that tillwry siliporierive.1 a hen we 011olilettl)
lioritine aware that we looteesio a illithulleal
arrniiileinelit tsilliI ii oloni nett. The stomach'sthe reser/oar from whirl' ovary Ali e and Inoue
mesa he nourished, arid any trouble liii ii
seen felt thrt ughout II',' whole system A mons
aihi sin .1)speptic4 nu two will have the &AKIOpredominant symptom.' Dyspeptics of active
mental power and a blious temperament are
uiuilji'it to Sick Ikenadaels; timer, fleetly and1,11 eginatie hate Commit pallets, while thethis and nem MIA are abandoned to gloomy
Ioreboding•. Some dyspeptics are won-derfully forgetful; others hate great irritabili-ty of temter
What-ter form Dyspepsia may take, one thingis certain,
The underlying cause Is in the
IVER,
and one thing more is equally certain, no one
will remain a dyspeptic wile will
It will ciieeee?
Acidity of the Stom-
ach,
Expel foul gases, Al-
lay Irritation, Assist
Digestion. ard at the
same time
Start the Liver to Working, when all other
troubles soon disappear.
''My wife was a confirmed dyspeptic Some
three years ago by the advice of Dr Steiner. of
Augusta. she was induced to try Sinimen, Liter
Regulator 1 feel grateful for the relief it has
given her, and may all who resit this and are
afflicted in any wet*. whether chronic or other-
Ries. use Sammons Liver Regulator and I feel
confident heath will be restored te all who will
he ad %wed ." - W K. R. Slum. Fors Valley. Gs.
ee t a you qe • genu ne,
with ted Z on front of Wrapper,
l'IIIPAH1.1, lusty lit
J. N. ZEMIN & CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.
•
Thls remedy is unit-en...11y ackie,w1-!
ged to be the beet and most posiiite re-jlator of the Liter nut 'towels knuW11.,
Dyspepsia, Constipation. 1111-•
ensness,Torpidity.Headaelie,frizzlneas
Iles. Bad Tome. ErnetatIons, Furrec
°Nene. Offensive PerspinstIon and Sal
ow Complexion ail disappear as If hi
magle when Man-a-un is used. It porthe blood.correeis all di•rang, id functions
ringing back, hale body, rosy cheeks
nd keen perception, and endows the,
:tent with new life end vigor. Ills pleas
nt to take, and those who have tit od I
re supremely happy. inommninenswwwwiewie.
Stow ev, OHIO, Oct. 12, MS.Dr.S.B.Tiertomo & men .--4
'Gott bless you for Man-a-lln; It has deo,
c more good for I tyspepsia than n11 t'-
Ills I have ever taken. It has regulalilyI yin, b ilt up my system, and I
eiwels work 3/4 regular as eiock-wprk.-
J. W. CLACIADN.
III HIV YILIII? ISO I was1,01.141141 that I coul.
finely walk. I used Mati-n-lln, and an
uow as 'mull ilV as I hat.e ever been.
" JOSEPH TlIoNI.A.14, East Brady Pa.
I Hold by all itrugeists anti dealers. TIANper bottle, 1,.r limol for Dr. Harts
-"noes book, "The It of I I fe;" sent free
-; L. 11 7:TV. AN .4 CO.
-Sold at Wholesale and Retail by-
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
ARBUCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We .to hereby certify that we supervise the
leifftelfreteMeriell eteitileteeinnatter rerfrte'.R444-
tery Company, and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawinrs themselves, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairnew, and in
good faith toward all parties. and we authorize
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, in it.. adver-
tisements."
oft
comerissiosers.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may sr preeented at our coun-
ters
.1. H. OGLESBY,
Pres. Louisiana National Bank.
P LANACY,
Pres. State SlatIonal Hank.
A. BALDWIN.
Pres. New Orleans Nati•sial Bank.
CARL ROHN,
Pres. Ll.n National Bank.
IIINPRECEDENTED ATTRACTION!
U Over Half a Million Distributed'
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'Y
Incorporated in 1e614 for 25 tears by the Legis-
lature for Educational and Cheritable purpoees
with &capital of 111.000.000-to which a reserve
funk 01 over $55o," hes since been aided.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran -
chine was made a part of the present State Con-
stitution adopted December Id, A D.1879.
The only Lottery ever voted on and 'endorsed
by the people of any State.
It never scales or postpones.
It. Gram& Sisiglo Number Draw-
lags take place monthly. and the grand Sem i
A nnual Drawing* regularly every sue Ill(Altbo
,(June and December,
A splendid opportunity to win e fortune. 9th
Grand Drawing. Claw K, in the Academy of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday, OCT. Ii
I/187 -103th Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150,000.
ger-Notice-Tickets are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, 25. Fifths, $2. Tenths, $1.
I Capital Prize of $150,000
1 Cirend of 50,000
" of 110.000
I Large Prises of 10,000
" of 5,000
20 Prizes of 1,000
1)0 " 500
100 " 300
100 " 200
500 " 100 .
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Appriximation Prizes of $300 .
151 do ulo 200
1(10 do tb 100
1000 Terminal iii fd)
2,I7W ;wizen amounting to 2525.000
Application for rates to clubs should be matte
only to the °nice of the Company in New Or-leans.
For further Information write clearly giving
full addlresa. Postal Notes, F.xpreite Mouey Or-
ders,or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense; ad-dressed
1150.000
50,000
20,000
20,000
20.000
20,000
2.5,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
$90.000
30.000
10,000
50,1100
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or N. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
Aildrese Registered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleens. La.
11,14:31E3111ER iVeriTr.necgearoift
and Early. who are in charge of the drawings.
isa guarantee of absolute latrine., awl integrity,
that the chances are all equal, and that no one
can powebly divine what numbers will draw a
Prize.
KIER EMBER that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY 1,01111 NA.
'CION AL RAN K11  of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are aigned by the President of an In-
stitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore. beware of
any imitatious or anonymous schemes.
Saifil HMIs & Coop
Respectfully invite the shaving public to their
Tonsorial Parlor!
HAIR CUTTING),
fill A VINO
CHAMPOOINO
HAIR-DYEING,
BOOTHLAL:KINO and
Hair Dressing
Mow on leo hot leatelfle: Ontenlind
JONINI Arid Ift Join, All
Pelltesnd11111111m1 Norbern
tenet terve els plea.,
Ills street &imams Napes'. UAW
'Ili 101401 Ills'
III,. tiotietheo" w
ono,"
%hal 1110:"Imoia lii
'Twit the
With a 53 pliti
Tholati-Carlisle
to end in 'laugh
Iii. head of II, the
Oil ((Herat is likely
- _
Gen Cox, of N
member of the
as the suceesso
First Aoolstant
Along with t
Service damph
should relegate
shades of "deeu
Milt, Barlow,
Joe," is in jell
atated whether
recent offense or
throned.
Memphis eiti
Khob extension
Jay Gould, for
have rteulted
laments.
The "Souther
the Louisville
4.
Carolina, a forint r
, is now talked of
ex-Gov. Porter as
tary of State.
lition of the Civil
, the President
Randall to the
wrote "Old Bleck
air/ York. It is not
26 tommitted for a
tie crime above men-
have sued the "Bald
log constructed by
etO damage's said to
building embank-
Mon" is whet
calls it, and the
Ye gone to
about ot the sante opleien.
The Louisville Commercial is "spilin
fer a fight" with Governor Buckner's
adminietration. Some cit these days the
Governor will dud it out and give the
Commercial a chance.
Herr Most, the anarchist, wants to
become a citizen of the United States,
but naturalization papers have been re-
Need him. Why not let Herr in and
then hang Herr and stop the breed?
The condemned Chicago anarchists
are still In jail, waiting now the action
of the Supreme Court. We imagine that
Incarceration all through the summer
just passed under the circumstances Bur-
nninding them, would have been almost
Hades enough for even an anarchist.
The Evansville Journal is painting
things pink over the big reunion the city
is going to have. The Journal's hand-
votne, illustrated trade edition, with a
pink cover end an excellent map of the
city, is a very creditable piece of news-
paper work.
The Oweneboro Inquirer, with char-
acteristic "git-up-and-git" will bloseom
into an afternoon daily on the first tley
of October. With both a morning and
eveilleg daily, Owensboro will be about
the best powered villiage In the country.
Preritient is beginning to realize
the value of "practical politico" and by
the time the earl% as for his second terin
Is actively on, there will be very few of
the "rascals" in the fat offices of the
land. "Better late than never "
Doan hi Megleo, it an editor supports
the athulidotration and the local au-
thorities don't like it, a detail of police-
men is ordered out and the editor is
quietly killed on the street. Editor V.
C. Altimirano Wait taken off this way a
few days ago, at Matainoras.
It is understood that Gen. Sherman is
in favor of Gen. II. W. Slocunini candi-
Yti,Vt.14.,.f.,,iivrtr, tit wett
eti he will be the first Democrat to hold
the office. The New York delegation
to the Se. LOUla encampment will be
solid for him.
A Washington special says that "Con-
gressman Stone has the promise of three
appointments this week or the first of
etxt, lie metres daily calls at the de-
partments as reminders." Mr. Stone is
the kind of a Democrat that believes Ill
"practical politics" and practices as
well as preaches his doctrine.
Hon. C. G. Memminger, Secretary of
the Confederate States Treasury, is lying
dangerously iii near Andersonville, S
C. Besides Mr. MemmInger but three
other members of Mr. Davis' Cabinet
ourvive-United states Senator John II.
Reagan, of Texas, Hon. George Davis,
of Wilmington, N. C., Red ex Gov.
Watts, of Alabinia.
Mr. II. C. Gurin has sold lila interest
in the Glasgow Times to Mr. J. M.
Riehardoon and retired from the editor-
ship of that paper. Mr. Richardson is
an old Man on the Titues and wields a
goose-quill second to none on the
"Rural Rooster" press of the State. It
Is generally underlitood that he was
jointly responsible with Dr. Woods for
the many oticy paragraphs with which
the old Titnee used to teem.
The Clarkeville Chronicle rays: "A
rat attempted on Monday morning to
crow the ink fountain of the Chronicle
press, and stuck to fast that it was un-
able to extricate itself. Its struggles
only served to involve it deeper and
deeper, and when discovered, it was
covered with ink, and in a dying condi-
tion and soon expired."
If this lisd been a merchant, the print-
eels ink would not have hurt him at all.
On the contrary, the more lie stuck to it
the better off lie would have been.
Mural-Don't be a rat, but a merchant,
whet' 3 ou tackle printer's Ink.
Inspired by a farewell dinner at Co-
ney Island, editor Watterson thus drops
Into post-try:
'The waved that thundered against
the stakes a the quarter-deck, as the
wooden promenade along the ocean
front is called, fell In aptly with the
melodious, Gottschalkian strains. The
broad verandas returned the salute of
the orcheatra with the echoing tramp of
thomuuldit of tireless feet, the roar of an
endless bombardment of crockery ware,
the rattle of an exhilarating cannonade
of knives and forks, over which the mar-
tial inutile made by the wine glass and
the corkscrew rode, like the druuo and
die of actual battle.
Elder liarvey Endo, the head of the
Shaker community at South Union, ill
Logan County, has written the follow-
ing to the Louisville Times:
"Friend Watterson may whack away
at the Money Devil as long as his wind
holds out, but hie Satanic majesty will
still roam over the world, 'seeking whom
he may devour' Only last Sabbath I
had before me a respectable audience.
and put to them the question : "If any
of you thinks oftener and more of God
th•ii you do of a dollar, please hold up
the right hand.' Not one went up. I
then praised them for their honest public
eronfession, which is said to be good for
the soul."
Although a "Saint," Elder Eats is,
perhaps, better acquainted with the
methods of tile Moliey Devil than teany
of the professed followers of hula Finale
vial Majesty. The fact that he is the
"boos" of as shrewd a set in business af-
fairs of thie wicked world as those same
Shakers are well known to be, is woof
enough , that the Elder know. whereof
he epeska. If the Elder's audienee had
fired ble (ideation Wyk Ili tool lie would
linee been Ii iltovii !emoted es they,
(lion l'iireiiir
Mr, II, W, Nuntnioii, I,NliPlil lull,Miss, *14441 ,iviiiir Ileglita"romie
for 0111116 end InVor lete HOW filled Yeti
1111d I hove sold it to P. Menne, sof
le resells It cures them every tie,"
Prepered by R. A. itublioson lion
Wholesale Druggists, lentiliVilles Ky•Sold at retail by Pruggists generally.
111 1114 DOD HOUSE,
A Romance of the Early Days
in Hoosierdom.
13 V" U. W. TA:era-ors.
[Copyriyh(ed, 1s57, by The A. X. keli.:2) woo
paper Company.)
'Delighted to meet you, Mr. Smith.
Are you related to Colonel Herkimer
Sniith, of Liztowne I knew him welL
Ali! ail! that," said the judge, frown-
ing a little and totally chauging his
manner as he saw the gaze of Mr. Hun-
ter Sniith fastened upon a dark, dim
blotch on the back of the judge's hand,
' 'that's where I got some blue ink spilled
on my hand last week. I 'epos° you
thought it was dirt, didn't you?"
There was such a roar of langhtet
at this explanation and the following
sally. that Mr. Hunter Smith's apol-
ogy was lost upon the crowd, and the
only thing about it that the crowd did
understand fully was tho concluding
Invitation to drink at Mr. Smith's ex-
pense.
After that there was more fiddling
by Mr. Smith, who immortalized him-
self in the eyes of the crowd (every
man and boy of which was a fiddler)
by playing at once nail without the
gym tune tient was
ca ed for by anybody whomsoever.
Mr. Martin linving (lanced himself
tired, and Seef Dary liaciug danced
himself tired, first Mane- Gillis, with
his head bound up in the red silk ban-
danna, ambled tint into the floor, and
then Judge Barks nrel Liwyer Go-tune
and Sy' Speed and lein Sparks and Bill
Shipley and I don't know who all.
joined in a very limber, half-drunken
dance full of grotesquely funny gest-
ures, among which the crowning one
was the frequently repeated trick in
which the very tall and limber Judge
Barks seized his right foot in his left
hand, and, holding it up quite high
enough, swung it solemnly and slowly
over the erect bandana
-bound head of
the short and "heavy sot" Major
Gillis amid wild peals of applauding
laughter.
Finally one of the foreign clientele
of the,Samitown circuit court got into
a wrangle with Little Bill Dikes, and
out of respect for the court and bar,
probably, and certainly in obedience
to the stern declaration of old Bogus
Leatherwciod, that -they haint gut to
be no furse'n nur fightun in this house,
men! Ur by gum! he'd take a ban'
hisser!" the whole crowd went pouring
out near the middle of a bright moon-
light night, down to a smooth grassy
plat on the liver bank, and divided
from the water by one of the parallels
of gold-twig willows that lay like a
long gray plinne blown up against the
eastern bank by the soft, steady west
wind.
hie court and bar appearing in their
unofficial eapacity as mere citizens of
prominence and influence, entered
promptly and methodically into the ar-
rangement of the proper preliminaries
established by customary usage in the
Sandtown circuit.
"Seef Dary! you much urn both, un
see they helot% gut no weepuns un um!
You h-yur me?" said the judge. in a
voice of authority. The blacksmith-
Sheriff promptly acquitted himself of
this task. The men stripped to their
THE M1DNIGITT DUEL.
'waists, stepped out and struck at each
other suddenly and viciously. Then
followed a desperate strugele, out of
which Little Bill called presently in a
harsh shrill tone:
"lie's cutten me with a knife! Jim,
Joe! H-yur! Wyk!"
In an instant three man sprang at
the two-one of them leaping with such:
terrible vigor that he actually bounded
over the heads of the two combatants
-tall men though both of them were.
Then arose a hoarse eget:limed cry fron:
the other man.
"Take um otT! Take urn off! •1- haus!)
a stobbun me! There--- "
There was a rush forward of all the
trowd. But the loud voice of Bill Dikes
sounded threateningly:
"Stand back, men! He on to be
killed. Stand back! Let urn finish im."
And the crowd swayed back again
before the drawn knives of the Dikes,
tevealing to tny horrified gaze the for-
eign client down upon his back and
two of the Dikes stooping down to
make sure that, their keen knives
should go straight to his heart
Bea bursting out of the jimson
jungle and with a growl that "fairly
riz my hair otTun my scalp." as Seef
Lary afterward told it-old Bogus
Leatherwood crashed through tho
crowd as a buffalo bull might have
Creshed through this slender plume of
gold-twig willows in a mail race to
quench a long anti parchiug thirst.
What he (lid, or what he said, no
body knew exactly. so far as the immi-
nent peril of the client was concerned.
However, when the crowd, includ-
ing the court and the bar and the rival
physicians, had gotten a little way up
the road toward the tavern, Buck and
1. who hail lingered a little, heard old
Bogus Leatherwtexl saying to the four
Dikeses:
'As if you wasn't libul at any min-
ute to have some lis,doun to do 'that's
wuth sonieth'n'. Fightun at you'd be
pbleeged to do."
And then a continuous deep bass
growl, accompanied by sundry violent
gestures with clenched hands that
would have broken a man's ribs, each
and every one of them. Then the gi-
gantic Ininilord strode off at a rate that
put the Dlkeses and the Sparkles and
even long Pill Shipley almost "to the
trot" to keep ill sight of him.
Buck and I sat so long there on the
battle-field talking over all the events
of the day and wondering so much at
every thing that had happened, dis-
cussing the treachery of the foreign
client and the great peril from which
he had been so opportunely rescued by
she astonishing sortie of Bogus Leath-
erwood from The jimson jungle, that
the moon had dropped down tato the
thick tops of some gigantic elms on tho
little island just opposite, and warned
us of the lateness of the hour with
silent upward sweep of a black shadow
that clove the bright river and the gray
plume of the gold-twig willows in two
and swept the little grass plot 81141.10n-
ly from our vision.
Then we rose up silently, well know-
ing that all the (lours of Bogusses were
shut for the night; and that any sur-
reptitieus opening of them was certain
to bring the vigilant wrath of Bogus
beatherwooil upon the laggard; and
home that the way to pesos and a bad
ley over the roof of the kitehen and sot
eloonif the ailed hoof of the ell ilhtmuelly
tinder ilia little Mirth Wilidtow oof
beilOeteln, and an Ill et n 111th' utIle
window etrangely enough eousirusted
In this awl of the shed roof and leading
Into limit'i little inal.rouni, where, ini
many smuts summer nights, and often,
with the Winter blasts howling about
the little stile gable, Iliseli and I hatl
lain awake soil teliced in almost
whispered times llf what %%411 ahould
do when we got to he men.
On this night, with a more than ordi.
nary alertness and cautiou put into our
movenients by the almost tragedy that
we had together witnessed on the
river bank. we climbed like eats to the
shed roof from the one available col-
umn of the snisll porch in the kitchen-
end of the shed. Crawling stealthily
along in the shadow thrown from the
taller roof of the mein building, by
a low red moon now peering between
black-crossed limbs of elm trees, we at
lest reached the comb of the ell-roof,
and our peering heads were on a level,
or even a little above a level, with the
sill of Folly's open north bed
-room
podoBindonetitoisgife
lifting my bare foot after the
In the lead, I was upon the
shoes and stockings in my right hand,
and which had gone pioneering boldly
over the comb of the roof and down
upon that of the attic, when Buck-
ever more vigilant and alert than I,
ever more susceptible to correct pre-
monitions of danger or mystery than
I-put his strong hand upon my arm
with such a grasp that I came near
rolling down the shed roof in the belief
that I had seen Old Bogus Leather-
wood leaning menacingly out at Pol-
ly's open north window. When we
were so far down the site of the gently
sloping roof as to be quite out of the
range of this, the only north window
in the lepuse, Buck whispered:
"Did you see 'itu?"
"Yes. What's he doin' there? Tryur
to ketch us, you reckon?" I whispered
back in a fright that Buck did not par-
ticipate in.
"What do you mean? 137io did you
think it was?" he asked, trying to look
into my face.
"Why, Bogus-yur pap! It was him,
wasn't it?' I auswered, steadying a
little and trying to recall the form an('
semblance of the apparition at th
window. Buck balanced himself or
the palm of his left hand and turned
about so as to face to the west and
seating himself on the roof drew his
feet up and clasped his hands over his
knees with the shoes grasped in one of
them. This was a habit of his when
setting about the solution of some
mental problem involving correct de-
ductions from a number of isolated
facts'i'"Why, blame ut, n-o-o! Hit wasn't
the ole man, our any whurs n-yur
Let's have another look at the winder.
They shorely haint' put nose a them
fellers into Folly's room, you reckon.'
I didn't know. They might put thal
blame feller Martin, in there, inebby
Buck looked at me, with a grin.
"Now, don't  puke yur head more':
eench above the comb-the fur
enough to git yur left, eye above un
Jim, un en keep in peeled. Cu don't
git so dad-burned sk-yurt, nuther-
less you esawnt to roll offun the ruff."
With this admonition from my ac-
knowledged leader in all things, phys-
ical and concrete, and my follower
in all things metaphysical and abstract,
I crept by his side very cautiously and
slowly to the comb of the roof, and
getting my left eye above it, looked in
at the window.
There were to us strange gleams of
light flashing in and out of the room,
appearing now on a dark wall; now
sliding swiftly up and down; now rest-
in,g a moment upon the very bureau
in the upper drawer of which lay the
splendidly jeweled pistol that we had
seen once at our deadly peril. Pres-
cutly the light was gone and the figure
of a stout man appeared in tho win-
tunnel, runt use tonnes..
sufficiently strong upon him for Buck,
if it was not for me- As the man turned
into the room again after looking out,
Buck seized my arm, drew me back a
little way, and not waiting to turn
round this time upon his left palm, he
whispered:
"Now whut in the jeemuny crimuny
do you 'pose he's do-un in there, Less
get up closter un watch im."
"Who is ut. Buck? Did you see im
plain enough to tell who it was?"
ask, without pausing in our silent
scramble to the window.
"Yes. Hits the fiddler-that feller
as the judge called Herkimer Smith.
relse I never sot eyes on the feller en
my life, by gum!" Buck whispered
back. "El he's a stealun any theng,
you keep right with one un we'll up in
right there."
Relying implicitly on Buck's well-
known courage and accurate judgment
as well as his great strength. I did as
he directed, and in an instant we were
at the window sill looking in.
With a throb at my heart and a full-
ness in my throat that made me gule
down a huge swallow of empty air I
saw to the left of the window Folly's
bed with Polly lying soundly sleeping
with her black hair lying loose over
one bare round arm and the light
white counterpane draped about her
shapely figure. In the opposite cor-
ner of the room her mother lay heavily
swathed in. quilts and blankets. For
she was a delicate, nervous invalid, al-
ways chilly and always wrapped up
more than any one else could be. A
brief glance served for her, and then
my eyes returned to the daughter, and
I looked with something like a feeling
of pity for her and regret for the harsh
thought I had harbored concerning
her, and the harsher resolutions I had
been forming about her.
But while I was still gazing and re-
penting, a round, bright spot of light
danced over the side of a huge rough
wooden cbest that occupiedptilrthe south-
east thehe corner of t room.
spot of light steadied itself upon the
side of this monster chest and near the
antique and ponderous padlock that
guarded it's heavily-ironed lid.
"What's he do-un at your pap's toel-
chist?" I n hispered. Buck crushed
ray fingers in the epasmodip grasp oi
his left hand.
"Keep still," ho whiaperel, without
nlevieO even a muscle of his lips.
Then watehieg intent we saw the
huge lid of the old chest swing slowly
downward and outward, and the skill
ful Hunter Smith exerting all his
considerable strength to prevent jl
from gravitating too rapidly to the
floor, where it presently rested. Tiler
quickly the round gleam of light wen,
into the open cavern of the utiliditeC
chest, and the man was down upot
his knees in eager, rapid exploration
The gleam rested upon a pile of car
Miles, a bundle of sabers in their scab
bards, a huge round cylinder of moldy
brass mounted upon a queer little hefty;
wheeled wagon, a pile of bliterball.
as large as a cocoa-nut. and beyone
these an unknown number of littli
bags of leather, of canvas and o
flannel, all tied tightly at the top with
strings. The men'e hand pasaer
over the flannel bags, over thi
canvas bags, and rested upot
the leather bags. One of these he un
tied rapidly, and took front it a paha
ful of gleaming yellow coins. Theo
he looked at closely. holding them ue
to the blaze of light to examine them.
Then he put them all back, tied the
bag swiftly anti sk;Ilfully, looked ones
more at all the strange contents oi
the box, sweeping the stream of light
over them all with a sort of final re-
view; then leaving the inside of tht
chest preciftely as he hail found it,
Sare for a few huge viiekr,,,ichos Um,
had fled out of the light into datk re
emitter at the first ilivaelnin he lifted
the heavy 114 inW Ithwe, leaked tht
great Iis4lute iIIs ninny gitleit Inrul
ii tlie bar.likil 1.0y, and Wen, eltuff
this mit tha fight with a nterenseat of
hi* hand, he 051110 swiftly toward His
window anti threw his leg titer the
°UN. vw, U Iluck_bitad been_ no csole;
than I, we sholild Wive betrayed our
presenoe by the too lung continua:lee
of our flight. As it wee limit had
moved as the 111211 turned, and we were
well over the voila, of the ell-roof in
time to see les mocesudued toot pro-
trude from the window. Dodging
down little, Buck held me from mov-
ing farther. When we looked again
the man was at the eaves and turning
his head to look down to see that the
ladder was securely leaned. In an in-
stant lie was gone.
"Now," said Buck, moving with
great celerity and precision, "less
hustle into ar room au see ef he goes
to his'n. Un en we kin talk at all
over."
CHAPTER
MO011taa
Sleeping uninterruptedly, once We
hail gotten to sleep, and -holding oui
bed down" as Bogus expressed it till
nearly ten o'clock next day. it is not
surprising that we awoke a little dull
anti thick-headed.
So very dull and so very thick-headed
were we both that as if by tacit con-
sent we avoided all direct reference to
the strange and unaccountable exploit
of Mr. Hunter Smith, and the wonder-
ful revelations of the cavern of the
iron-banded chest. In fact, Buck.
HUNTER SMITH IX =POSE.
awaking and getting up before my
eyes were fully unclosed, stole out and
down so quietly that I was hardly
aware of his departure.
Then, too, when I saw Mr. Hunter
Smith standing in the eropty,sunny en-
try in the midst of a quiet spring-time
sunshine with only an old yellow dog
on a saddle blanket, pretending to
sleep, and three or four of the full-
grown house-flies of spring-that COMO
from nobody knows where-sailing
about from the dog's nose to Mr. Hun-
ter Smith's chin whiskers making that
painfully loud hum-so suggestive of
silent lonely Sunday afternoons in the
soundless solitudes of -the country"-
why, really, I could not. bring myself
to believe that I had not been the
down-trodden victim of a careering
nightmare.
All the male villagers who had not
been compelled to go out and follow
the plow-for corn-planting was very
near at hand-were in the court-house
listening to the case of the State
against Gran Camel-assault and bat-
tery, with intent to kill.
Therefore it was that the solitude-
invoking hum of the four housoflies
resounded in the entry of the Leather-
wood House, and the old yellow dog
was permitted to select one of several
horse-blankets upon which to stretch
himself out partly upon his back, and
resting his head well upon the crown,
with his nose slightly in the air and
the black edges of his upper lip drooped
.L.mn so as to put on the appearance
"
But why did Mr. Hunter Smith
linger? Where was his light-hearted
companion, the nimble-footed Mr.
Martin? And where was old Bogus
Leatherwood? And where was Buck?
And for that matter, where was Polly?
Ali! first and last, where was Polly?
As if in answer to this mental ques-
tion, or the last of these mental quee-
tions. Polly herself came out of the
dining-room and walked up to me,
beaming very brightly under her chintz
sun-bonnet and swinging a little basket
in her hand. She does not see Mr.
Hunter Smith; and I don't care if she
doesn't.
"Oh, Jim! So glad to find you. I'm
going over to see Liz., and I'll be there
all day. too. You musn't forget that.
We'll expect you-you and Buck. So
you musn't stay away. Now will
you?" And her brown eyes are so
very merry. so good, so entirely for-
getful of last evening, that more and
more I am of the opinion that I have
been run down by a nightmare of the
direst description.
"Why can't I go with you now?" I
ask, brightening up and taking hold of
her basket so that I can clasp her hand
slyly.
-0, no! that would spoil it. You're
to wait for Buck. But you musn't cat
dinner here. Now will you? You must
come over home for dinner. I won't
tell you any more. But you won't for-
get to come now, will you?"
She had a way of saying "now will
you," in putting the antithesis of sonic
proposition of her own, thet-well,
that nobody else over had. I am quite
positive. I glanced at Mr. Hunter
Sniith. He was vacantly inspecting
one of the full-grown spring house
flies that come suctelejily from no one
knows where, and ot.'as now rub-
bing its fiat head with its nimble foro
paws down on the very tip branch of
kir. Hunter Smith's chin whiskers.
"Of course I tenfin't eat dinner her%
If you want me to eat somewhere else.
And of course I'll wait till Buck
comes, and bring him along with me,"
I fifty, smiling a little doubtfully as the
memory of the evening supper and
Mr. Martin comes over me.
She sees it very plainly. What
woman within the love-making epoch
does not see plainly anti instantly just
what her lover is thinking.
She glanced at Mr. Hunter Smith,
thee at the yellow dog on the horse
blanket, then back at the closed door
behind us. Then with it swift move-
ment she put both hands behind niy
head and pressed her full red lips upon
mine until I felt the white teeth plain-
Iv. Then she drew back a little,
laughing and making grimaces toward
Mr. Hunter Smith.
"Don't worry yourself about-about
anybody,da
n,Jim.away 
I,0 
ran
Y on ut don'tof
tthazecdent"tr;,
rousing up the old yellow dog till one
eye opened anti one ear rose an in-
stant, and then fell back turning inside
out, whilst all four of the horseflies
buzzed noisily about in several wild
excursions from the dog to Mr. Slut 111
and even to the sunny spot on the entry
wall. Only Mr. Hunter Smith was en-
tirely unmoved by Ude angelic flight.
As for me, all thought of the night-
mare and the fiddler and his colleague,
the merry and nimble-footed Mr. Mar-
tin, went then and there to Lulus, for
aught I know. The cavern of the
great chest, with its huge, tapering,
mouldy brass cylinder-mounted, on the
queer little wagon, the carbines, the
sabers, the bags of flannel, of canvas
and of leather, vanished, and ill their
place was a Heavenly vision of a brown
and white checked gingham dress,
with a narrow edge of white lace poor-
pooch, shelving below it, and the Foliate..
beet of chint e siin-bonnets conemiling
the prettiest free by fat that I haul es er
1141.11 41; I set down mem the 111411111 110001
101111111 ut Iilk West wall ut thisi PHU) it1iti
j(hat lsuyosi ii tile 11110 (i1 {lett 51110111111111
Ned lielviouil to the noisy hum 'if the
four house-flies, and the whielicrl
wuitien akeri of a lot of yellow hammers
huge dead oak tree only a bun.
drod yards awity. I could even bend
a little and loot down through a
tared grove of sugar trees and walnuts
to the broad sparkling surface of the
Hver, where occasional oouples of wood-
ducks and summer-ducks went flitting
up and down and back and forth.
Across the river In the sparsely tim-
bered bottom the steely shimmer of the
transparent vapor of spring played and
wavered before the purplish blue band
of far forest trees, and above the light
green parallels of gold-twig willows
that put fairy walls upon either side of
the wide, swift, shallow waters. High
above and from the very blue arch of
the sky itself, seemed to hang by gently
swaying threads a light and parted
cloud of snow white swans from whose
long thrusts came at intervals mellow
and sonorous calla, ringing and full of
the plowing excitements ad a crowded
voyage of discovery. Altogether it
was the brightest, stillest. loneliest of
I solitary spring days a moment ago-
the very sweetest of hopeful spring days
I now.
TO II CONTISUED.]
NEWS.
The Interstate Commission is In ses-
sion in Minneapolis.
Several noted Texas train robbers are
In jail at San Antonia.
The General Council of the Lutheran
church is in session at Greenville, Pa.
The decielon of the Supreme Court In
the Anarchists' cases has not yet been
Lod.
Chattanooga Prohibitionists will have
fifty ladies at each voting place on the
29t.h.
Gen. Joseph E. Johnson, Commis-
asinonuearlurfepztil.roads, has submitted his
It Is estimated that there are 250,000,-
000,000 feet, board measure, of bard
wood and pine in Arkansas.
x-Sens.toe Hildebrand, of Texas,
was thrown from hie carriage and
killed near Lagrange, Monday.
The washout on the Southern Pacific
is the worst that road has ever suffered.
The damage will foot up $900,000.
The President has definitely decided
that he will not visit Louisville during
his impending tour of the country.
Samuel Spencer, Vice President of the
Baltimore and Ohio road, it is said will
succeed Robert Garrett as Presideut.
Rev. K. G. Price was publicly cow-
hided at Rock Hill, S. C., for clreulat-
lag scandalous reports about a young
lady.
The Yankton Sioux are threatening
the surveyors who are laying off the
lands which are to be allotted in sever-
alty.
A company has been formed at Win-
chester tor the purpose of boring for
natural gas at that place, and work will
be commenced in a few days.
The railroads have been getting in
their work in Arizona. The Surveyor
General of that Territory says all the
water is in railroad lands.
J. C. Palmer, a wealthy Indiana far-
mer, is haying train hands arrested who
attempt to run trains across his (aria.
He will probably stop the road.
Second Assistant Secretary Adee of
the State Department is mentioned as
the probable successor of Gov. Porter,
resigned. He is a Republican.
Among the things learned at the Med-
ical Congress was the fact that George
Washington had a set of teeth carved
eat for him by a blacksmith from a wal-
rus tusk.
Ex-Gov. Wm. Aiken is dead at his
house, at Flat Rock, N. C., aged eighty-
one. He was Governor of South Caro-
lina in 1844, and a Congressman for
several terms.
Ex GOV. Knott Is reported as undecid-
ed as between Louisville and Frankfort
for a peemanent place of residence, with
a leaning toward the latter with a view
A fire at the Mines of thel3atretirdrIr
Coal Company In Pulaski county, dee-
troyed machinery and other property
valued at ;100,000, by reason of which
over two hundred people are thrown
out of employment.
Ex-43ov. James D. Porter, First As-
blatant Secretary of State, will resign in
a few days and return to his home in
Tennessee. His reasons are the con-
dition of Mrs. Porter's health and other
purely personal considerations.
Mr. Randall is represented to have
said: "They (the Democrats) must
have my help in organizing the House,
and I will trust them to take any step
they see fit towards formulating a plan
for tariff reduction without consulting
me."
In the Bath Circuit Court Lewis
Baker has been sentenced to the peni-
tentiary for life for the murder of Rich-
ard Workman. The *idosv of the lat-
ter is now on trial for complicity in the
crime to which Baker says she incited
him.
Commissioner Colman gives an enthu-
siastic report of the Government's expe-
riments (or making sugar from sorghum
by the new diffusion process. The ex-
periment is said to save a costly outlay
in machinery and material, and would
seem especially adapted for the South.
Miss Many Anderson, in the double
parts of Ilershione and Cerditu, is re-
ceiving adverse criticism's at the hands
of the London press. The charge of
coldness is brought against her, while
the lines were said to he pointlessly de-
livered while her voice and gestures
were weak.
A man named Stephens was shot and
fatally wounded at Oakgrove, Way no
(verity, by George Hancock. Stephens
Was behaving in a disorderly manner at
achurch 'service, and when liancock
endeavored to quiet him he received a
blow for his pains, and the shooting fol-
lo
Suit has been brought in the United
States Court of Massachusetts by the
Knighte of Labor against a Boston man-
ufacturing Men for alleged violation of
the natiotialeasitute prohibiting the im-
portation of foreign labor. Five female
spinners from Ireland are the cause of
the trouble.
Gov. Buckner bu signed a warrant
for the execution of James R. Agee, at
Lexington. November 4, tor the murder
of James Falconer in November, 18436.
Agee was sentenced to be hanged last
March, but was respited owing to an ape
peal, which being decided adversely
rendered necessary the Governor's ac-
tion.
Gov. Buckner has appointed as dele-
gates to the Constitutional Convention
Celebration at Philadelphia, the follow-
ing gentlemen: Gen. Thomas Si Harris,
()Milani county; Maj. D. W. Saielers,
Louisville; Hon. P. P. Johnston, Lex-
ingtoe ; Goy. James R. Hindman, Co-
lumbia; lion. Jas. A. McKenzie, Chris-
tian county ; Judge Charles Eaves,
Greenville; Hon. W. T. Ellis, Owen.-
hero; Hon. Evan E. Settle, Owenton;
Hon. Charles Reed, Paducah; Hein.
Wilbur F. Browder, Russellville, Hon.
John F. Hagar, Ashland.
Hon. Albert Gallatin Talbott, of
Boyle county, died Friday In Philadel-
phia at the home of his wife's relatives,
he having married an accomplished
young lady in that city about a year
ago. Mr. Talbott wile seventy •nine
years old, and to the time of his last ill-
ness a hale, hearty specimen of the gen-
tleman of the olden time. He was a
member of the last ConetItutional Con-
vention of Kentucky, and next a mem-
ber of the Legislature from Boyle. In
18435 he was elected to Congress, and at
the expiration of his term was re-elect-
ed. In 1869 he was a member of the
State Senate, and In I itS.3 served in the
House, devoting all of his energies du-
ring the session to an attempted regula-
tion of the liqLor trade.
Woman's Discovery.
"Another wonderful discovery has
been made and that too by a lady in this
county. Iliaeame fastened Its clutches
upon her and for seven years elle with-
Moo I Its pevereat tests, but het vital or.
gatim were tinderMined and death Peens.
oil Ittitninent, Volt three otontillio she
weighed letewastille awl emild hot sleep.
Woo la-night uuI iis a lenity of Ilr,
Now ploonvory fur I inuoittiptieti and
was so touilli relieved on I.ahllIg first
doia ltiot aloi slept all night and with
ono bottle has been cored.
Her name is Mrs. Luther Luis." Thus
write W. Hamrick ilk Co., of Shelby,
N. C.--at Harry B. Garner's City Phar-
macy. 50 cents and a $1.00 per Wits. Set
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CASH FOR St BSCRIPTIONS.
After a locee experience in the credit
business, which has been eminently un-
satisfactory front a money stand-point,
the Saw Nate has determined to sail
irons this time forth under cash colors.
To our brethren of the prese it is not
eeeessary to set forth the advantages
of the csah-in-advatice-etep-the-paPer-
when-the-time's-out system. Very few
of them, perhape, have tried it, but
they all know they ought to have done
so long ago. If they had done so, they
would now have money in their coffers,
where they have instead, "dead ac-
eounts." And there is something quite
peculiar about a delinquent subscriber.
He considers the little debt he owes
you for the paper in an entirely differ-
ent light from that in which be looks
upon his other debts. While he has ta-
ken the paper regularly from the office,
read it and "cuseed" it and lent it to
his neighbore for a year or two; when
you modestly mention "pay" to him,
be coolly informs you that you failed to
stop the paper when the time was out,
and that lie doesn't know that he wants
it any locger, and will "see about" pay-
ing you for it some other time. He's a
curious beast, this delinquent eubscre
bet.
There are a few, however, who form
exceptions to the rule. Thia class are
careless, well-to-do people, who never
think of paying for a paper until they
are asked to do so and If it happens to
be inconvenient for them to pay the first
time they are milked, and the newspaper
man is compelled to remind them of the
little matter the second or third time,
then they get mad at being dunned so
often for so small an amount and waet
to pay up and stop the paper. Thus is
the newspaper man abused by both
t•lasses--all because he haa sent out his
paper on a credit.
To the fleet claim mentioned, we want
to say that "to the New Eke you must
call for what you want and pay for
what you get, and when the money
gives out, the paper will stop." To the
other clam, the majority of whom are
our friends and regular subecribers, we
want to say "it is much more conven-
ient for you and profitable to us for you
to pay in advance, and the best and ea-
siest way to remind you that your time
is out ie to stop your paper. If you
want it longer you can pay again, if
not, then you'll not haee the paper
forced upon you in any sense of the
term."
So much for all, and let this be un-
derstood 116 strictly business. We mean
it In an offensive sense to none, but as
tn inexorable rule for all. If you think
the New KRA id worth the money we
nak_for it, come in and subecribe and
thankful and at all times bold ourselves
in readiness to work for your best inter-
ests in every way possible within the
wide limits of our sphere of action.
JOURNALISM RCN MAD.
It is not very often that we find oc-
casion to sympathize with Mr. James
G. Blaine, but he is at present subjec-
ted to &system of espionage In his trav-
els through Europe which all decent
journalists will deplore as a disgrace to
their profession.
It owns that the Chicago News sent
a correspondent to Europe with strict
orders to follow the Maine statesman
and telegraph detailed accounts of CI
his movemements. This young !nen
conceived the brilliant idea that he
could probably get more spicy informa-
tion by applying to the isitehen than te
the parlor. News acquired We way
might not always be strictly accurate,
but it would be all the more piquant
from having putted through the butler
awl the chambermaid. Accordingly
this enterprising journalist haunted :he
stables and the bar-rooms frequented by
the eervanta of the hotels or private
houses where Mr. Blaine stayed, and,
having won their favor by bribes and
flattery, put them through a rigid cross-
examination as to what that gentleman
said and did, how he dressed and acted,
and who were his callers and moet fre-
quent companions. Having secured
this information, the young man would
cable a dispatch to the News which
would read as If he were an intimete
friend of Mr. Blaine, and wail in the
habit of dining snd riding with him.
The Chicago News la a respectable
newspaper, and makes groat prelim.
clone to maintaining a high twos, If
we. remember aright Mr. Melville
Stone, lie solitor, tottered a elide ills.
plush or gee 41111 1.1140141111t1 Ifitift111 el
the DWI of the Pill Mall fillailatte oupoa•
urea of "l'ho Modern Babylon," and
thin throw it away, although it coat
him some hundreds of dollars, because
lie said the matter Wall not fit to print.
Another time a continued story was
started in the News, and when Mr.
ettone found that its plot and denoue-
ment were decidedly Frenchy, he
promptly suspended its publication,
with the announcement that it was not
decent enough to lay before his readers.
We remember hearing Mr. Stone de-
liver a vigorous diatribe against sensa-
tional and indecent journalism some
Nears ago. The tenor of his remarks
was that the man who subscribed for a
paper for his family took it practically
into his confidence. It wee wrong,
therefore, for a respectable journal,
which entered a gentleman's house In
the guise of a friend, to lay before hie
ettildren news which would tend to cor-
rupt and debauch them. We may be
Stoical, but we think that Mr. Stone
need' to establish a censorship of mari-
ners in his newspaper office as well 1111
one of roorals.—New York Star.
A door
-keeper at the White Mouse
heing asked about the President's reeep-
t ion to tie doctors, last week, at whice
t Ye° thousand guests, uninvited and un-
desired, appeared to the annoyance and
exetusfon of hundreds of foreign guests
who were invited and were desired,
+Aid: "They were the same old lot.
They come every chance they get. It
makes them feel 44 if they were in so-
resty. The next day they send to the
:coal paper of theLr town In Missouri,
01110 or Wisconsin in a ` ipersolud' that
•Mr. W. 4. Jones, now of the Pension
office at Washington, bet well known
this tewr, was a guest at the recep-
HOU tendered to the foreign delegates to
the Medical Convention by President
see Mrs. eleveland on Tueeday last.'"
It is remarkable that some meals for
squelching this class of people haa not
hen discovered. Why not put them
under "Civil Service" rules?
Mr. RANDALL'S POSITION.
Mr. Randall's position in regard to
tariff legislation is thus defined by one
of his centidential friends:
"Mr. Randall has no desire to take
part lu the conference at all. lie stands
exactly where he stood last winter, and
demands exactly what he demanded in
the bill then introduced by him. He in-
sists on the abolition of the tobacco tax
and ot taxes on alchoholie spirits Us-
ed in the ems and sciences, but will not
coneent to any disturbance of the iron or
wool tariff. It is state to say Mr. Ran-
dall e ill make no compromises with
this potation. He believes he heti a
stronger following in the Fiitieth Con-
gress than lie bad in the Forty-ninth,
and aecordingly grows stiffer every
day."
Mr. Randall is thus simply getting up
a big bluff and when he finds himself at
the next session trying to run it over
the Presedent and the bonen, consietent
element of the Democratic party, he
will at once realize Unit the play will
not succeed. Mr. Randalles back-bone
is broken and the day of his usefulness
to the Philadelphia Republicane who
send him to Congress is about over. As
a consequence, Mr. Randalles following
in the Fiftieth Congress is likely to
show tip very slim.
CARLISLE AS TO THOBE.
The criticisms on Mr. Carliele's con-
duct in making no defense, whatever, to
Thobe's absurd contest for his seat in
Congress, are uncalled for and ill-timed.
Mr. Carlisle ought -to understand the
situation better than anybody else and
it is but fair to him to assume that he
will act in every way as beetemes the
distinguished gentleman and statesman.
On:this point the following Washington
special to the Louisville Commercial is
pertinent:
The only contested election ease fur-
nishing a parallel to the Thobe-Carlisle
contest, and which also furnishes • pre-
cedent for Mr. Carlisle's guidance,
should he be electee Speaker, ocrurred
in the Twenty-eighth Congress when
John Minor Botts contested the election
of John II. Jones, of Virginia. Mr.
Jones was elected Speaker of the House
by his party- majority, and he appointed
an the committees except that on elec-
tions. Instead of appoiating that com-
mittee. Speaker Jones called one of the
Demooratic members to preside, and
taking the tloor, asked permission to
make a peresanel explanation. lie sta-
ted that his seat was contested by the
gentleman who had run against him at
the late election, and as the Committee
on election would have to determine the
case, he was not willing to appoint that
committee. He asked the House to take
the matter in its bands, and elect mem-
bers to constitute the Committee on
Elections. After Speaker Jones had
concluded his statement several motions
were made, but one to the effect that the
member whom Mr Jones had called to the
chair, the acting Speaker, be authorized
to appoint the Election committee was
carried. The committee woe appointed
by the acting Speaker, and that commit-
tee heard and determined the contest.
If Mr. Carlisle is a candidate next win-
ter and ia elected Speaker, he will find
himself In a situation similar to that in
which Mr. Jones was placed, and the
impression prevails here that Mr. Car-
lisle will do as the Virginia Congress-
man did—ask the House to appoint the
Committee on Elections.
WHAT INDEPENDENTS DEMAND.
Independents who voted for Cleveland
cast their ballots in favor of the admin-
istration of affairs according to sound
principles. The duty of sworn and re-
sponsible officers is to execute existing
laws, not to imagine other laws, anti to
prostitute their dutiee under the stat-
utes for them made and provided to the
service of the idole of their fancy.
Collector Saitonstall of the port of
Boston has brought the false worship of
political images to a rude test in remov-
ing a Republican Incumbent for "perni-
cious partisan activity." Ileretofore it
has been the theory complacently enter-
tained by the Evening Post of this city
that stetivity-coule cnle be "perniclous'i
in a Democrat and a reformer. Any
presanctified, hold-over Republican
could be se active as he pleased for his
importers' combination or his political
ring, provided he praieed civil service
reform and defended the theory that in
order to purify public administration it
was first of all necessary to keep in office
the men who defiled it.
The purpose of Pendletonian civil ser-
vice reform was to prevent the prostitu-
tion of public trust to personal or pal-ti-
tian advantage. It was Dot proposed to
emasculate voting citizens or to convert
them into political helota that were to
degrade the public service into slavery,
instead of elevating and reforming it.
Independent., who voted for Cleveland
as the Democratic candidate in '84 will
not oppose him now on account of that
sturdy arid honest partisanship which
he has always professed and commend-
ad. They respect and praise him be-
cause he has been true to the conditions
of his election, and has neither proecribed
nor punished any one for his political
belief. But they voted for a change and
expected one. They neither expected
nor desired that Republican methods
anti men should continue to control fed-
eral administratioo. If such had been
their whit they would have voted against
the Democratic candidates. They cast
their ballots for an improved administra-
tion of the government, which they now
find in the dignity and ability of the
conduct of the State Department, in the
frankness, purity and simplicity that
control In the Treasuey, in impartiality
and discretion in the oversight o'
administration, In the vigor, fore-
thought, enterprise, science anti tact
that IllatIbigulah the peculiarly difficult
cid delicate task that now devolves on
the Secretivy of the Navy, lit the brow!
and anniol vietva that Inspire the ad.
tninielestion tif interior Whirs anti the
enterprising hut strict moms' of the
postal iorviue,
Them aro things for which they -.Komi
In last. They have attained them and
they are weeded with what has been
accomplished, and they are determined
that the good work shall not be Inter-
rupted. Consequently they will vote
once again for Democratic reform ad-
ministration under the same able and
faithful direction in Which they placed
it for Cleveland's first term.—New York
Star.
Iowa Republicans For Tariff Rerision.
Chicago Tribune fCep.,
The demand for "all possible and
practicable reduction of taxation" and
that the tariff should be "revised and
reduced" In the manner stated means
that at least 100,000,000 of galling, un-
equal and oppressive taxation can be
taken off the farmers without crippling
any industry or injuriously affecting the
wages of the trades
-union workmen in
Sastern factories and work
-shops.
Enough and more than enough will still
remain to cover any difference between
American and European wages and to
afford "incidental protection" to any in-
duatry not insatiate in its demand for
monopoly privileges and tax
-paid bouu-
ties. Going farther in eecordance with
the above demand and bringing the eX-
penditures of the Goveriatuent wittily an
honest, economical limit Congress can
easily preserve the degree of protection
justified by the Iowa Republieans, and
at the same time effect a tariff reform
that will give the Western farmers im-
mediate Keller. All that Is needed is to
let the whisky tax alone anti cut down
the duties on necessaries until the reve-
A Sodden and Singular Death.
Mrs. Lutie Moore, of Galveston, Texes,
who has frequently visited her brother,
Dr. E. II. Luckett, of this place, spent
the PUIIIIMer ittz‘t past in Virginia with
her invalid eon, a boy about fifteen years
old. tie was aparently improved by his
stay in Virginia and before slatting tor
home they paid a short visit to Wash-
ington The morning after leaving
Washington the boy wee found it) his
berth hi the sleeper in an insensible
condition. A physician un the train
was summoned, but the youth was heif-
er aroused. Mrs. Moore stopped at a
small station with her son, the physician
and some Louisville friende kimily re-
maining with them, but the boy died
within 2 hours. Tee remains were taken
to Clarksville, Tenn., for intermeta.
Dr. and Mrs. Luckett attended the funer-
al, returning Monday.--Owensboro
Messettger.
Tough on Tony.
"l'ony," the Italian fruit veeder, who
droppee $75 in his short business ven-
ture in Hopkineville is trying to get
even by giving that place a baa name.
fle says Hopkinsville is the "shortest"
town lie ever struck, and the miejority of
the population before his coming never
saw any thing in the line of itnperted
fruit; that in esting bananas they eat
skin and all, and they swallow the skin
of grapes and throw away the sticuleut
inside. lie imported some Calitornia
pears while there which coot him tive
cents each, and was obliged to sell them
two tor a nickel or have them spoil on
his halide. He says in the place of gell-
ing fifty bunches of bananas a week, as
here, he was in big luck to sell a bunch
and a half there. To cap the climax he
could get no beer and had to pay five
centi for a drink of water. We hope
the advent of the new railroad will brace
up the town, and offer better induce-
memo to ludic' emigration.—fiender-
son Journal.
A Guilty Ex-Convict.
Bryant Morrieon, colored, a notorious
charseter, whohas figured conspiciously
in our courts heretofore, will be re-con-
veyed to the penitentiary at Frankfort,
there to remain eve years. Ile was ar-
rested last spring on the charge of felo-
niously breaking into Mr. D. M. Tay-
loret building, opposite this office, on
Seventh street. About $e0 in clothing
and other personal effects were stolen.
An amateur female detective was em-
ployed to ferret out the daring nowise
After some little time the thief
was captured sit Nortonsville by
Ileum Taylor and McCord, at the in-
stigation of the female negro detective.
He proved to be Bryant Morrison, on
whom was found a pair of pante stolen
from Taylor, and aloe other articles of
wearing apparel. The prisoner was
tried Saturday morning and a verdict
of five years in the penitentiary ren-
dered. His counsel will take an appeal,
on the ground diet the sentence was too
severe and unreasonable. It is getter-
ally believed that Morrison was guilt-
less et' the crime, but that he was an ac-
cessory after the deed. lie refused to
testify in his own behalf or "squeal" on
hie confederates, If he had any. Morri-
son is an ignorant' negro, but has a bad
habit of putting his hands on articles
not his own. He :served a term before
for stealing a pistol from Mr. J. D.
Ware, of this city.
Lime Kiln Sold Out.
oy nen, Wade.
Mr. E. F. Coyner, a prominent young
teacher in the Common School in the
Xt. Carmel district, and Mies Mettle E.
Wade, the accomplished daughter of
Mr. S. A. Wade, in the saint. neighbor-
hood, were niarried Sunday morning at
the reeidt use of the Leek's, father, the
Rev. 'I'. L. Cranden performing the
'ceremony. We wish the young couple,
luck, happiness and propperity.
Messrs. }Lards Burquo, the rin,
Tenn., monopolists came over one day
last week and negotiated with Connel
Bros., for the purchase of their Lime
Kiln property. Tbe price paid was
about $2,000. This powerful company
shut down nearly all the lime kilns this
side of the Mississippi. When approach-
ed for the particulars, Mr. James Con-
nell stated that he had endeavored with
' liens of thet• Plisee- to anerasist
the operation of his lime kiln, and, that
while wetly expressed a willingness to
encourage the enterprise, he had failed
to receive a dollar toward putting the
concern on a sound paying basis. The
men had ready money, but were afraid
to invest. Becoming discouraged with
the lack of interest, Mr. Frank Connell,
proposed to close out, which was in-
dorsed by his brother. It le to be regret-
ed that our money-making merchants
remain indifferent to all such eommente
able enterprises. this thing of "hold-
ing fast to the mighty dollar," fearing
to invest in profitieble schemes is prac-
ticed eternally, the progress of our city
will always be retarded and she will
never attain importance as a manufact-
uring center. Me. Frank Connell has
returned to Erld, Tenn., to act as
foreman for Harris at Burquo on a
salary of a $1,000 per annum. The
property sold will remain Idle for an In-
definite period, and it is said that the
Tennessee capitalists will not sell it for
$10,000, thus proving that a lime kiln
established In Hopkinsville by skilled
and experieneed men, would be a most
profitable investment.
George Taylor's Murderer.
Sheriff Boyd received a dispatch last
Friday night from Guthrie notifying him
that officers had Ike Parrish there and
to come on first train. Mr. Boyd and
Chief of Police Biggerstaff boarded the
early train Saturday and returned on the
10 o'clock train. When the train pulled
up at the depot, a large, eager and surly-
looking crowd gathered around the plat-
form to get a look at the negro murder-
er. No demonstrations of violence were
offered, butt there were tnany people
there, no doubt, Who Were atitiotre to
tee heti swung form the neatest telegraph
polo, The Agars appreheiiihiti trouble
et Penthetiket lortintittely 1tu tete
knew that Parridi Was
There bea beim heel [elk ef lent/1,111g the
prisoner, at Longview, and wit are In-
formed that a number of deternilned
meti there, hall expressed a willingness
eompose a mob and storm the county
jail Saturday night, hut nothing happen-
ed; and while many in the city are yet
apprehensive of an attack on the jail, it
is highly probable that the law will be
allowed to take ite course, as it should
be. On the way to the jail, Saturday,
the crowd followed and increased in vol-
ume as it pegged along Ninth Street.
There was a constant hum of conversa-
tion everywhere, and even the quiet
citizens caught the infection. The mu%
derer was heavily shackled and walked
between the two officers 411 a rope
tied to hie left arm, one end of which
was hi the hand of officer Iliggerstate.
At the jail the wretch shuddered, re-
adjusted hie hat, and stared defiantly at
the crowd before lie entered hie cell,
where he will remain probably, until
called out to die for his crime.
Ike Parrieh is a short, lightly built
negro, apparently about thirty years
o/d. Ile has the peculiar flat head
characteristic of the lower type of the
African race, and his matted hair fell
down almost to hie eyebrows. Ile has
a mean
-looking and revolting counten-
ance; his low, fiat, receding forehead
indicaees a brutal nature, and a rest/eas
piercing eye gives him a Vicious; ex-
pression. The crime he committed warn
of a nature that stirred the public to
refer heat, especially in the vicinity of Evansrille Tribune ,
Longview , wbere It was committed. .1 newspaper charging another with
plagiarism is like the pot calling the
kettle black. It's always the glass house
episole repeated.
Strange Rain.
In the neighborhood of ler tilt Hill and
Pon anti down the Greenville Road for
several miles a heavy rain fell Wednes-
day. A striking peculiarity of the oc-
currence was that the water had a uioet
foul and offensive smell—like the odor
of carrion. Several people caught wa-
ter in buckets and barrels and it was 80
full of stench that it could not be usei.
There is quite an excitement in the
country over the matter.
A Serious Accident.
A painful mishap occurred to Mr.
Jas. Stewart's; family Sunday morning
near the Greenville bridge. They were
going to the Concord church from the
Antioch, and when near the bridge the
horse attached to the wagon, became
frightened at an object in the road. The
animal suddenly wheeled around throw-
ing the occupants out of the wagon.
Mrs. Stewart fell upon her face receiv-
ing injuries, from which she has suffer-
ititensely. Her noee was broken in the
fall. Mr. Tom lladdock and little son,
who were in the wagon, also received
slight bruises. Mr. Stewart escaped un-
injured, as did, also, an infant which
clung to its mother's bosom.
Beath of Richard B. Ellis.
Richard B. Ellie, of the firm of Thonsp-
son Ellis, Main street, died Monday
morning about 10 o'clock, of henaor-
rage of the bowels, superinduced by a
short spell of fever. His death was sud-
den and unexpected, he having been
sick only about eight days.
Mr. Ellis was the Eon of the illustri-
ous jurist Judge James 0. Ellis, de-
ceased, and one of the most substantial
and popular young business men of our
city. lie was boro and reared here and
at the age of 14 entered as clerk in the es-
tabliehment in which he died a partner.
Ile was only twenty-flve years old and In
the full prime and vigor of healthy
young manhood. That he should now
lie prostrate and cold in death, is hard
fur his friends and companions, who
have daily marked his preeence among
them hale and hearty, genial and pleas-
ant ever, to realiee. That deste should
have thus cut him down in the spring-
time of life, is a strange dispenaation.
The funeral services were held at the
residence of Mrs. Jas. 0. Ellis Tuesday
afternoon at 4 o'clock, and conducted
by Rev. J. W. Lewis, of the Methodiet
church. The burial was made by
the Knights of Pythias, of which de-
ceased was an honoced member.
Shot at a Conductor.
Last J une, sometime, William Sanders,
colored, boarded the train at Olmstead,
on the Memphis branch. The negro
wanted to occupy a seat In the parlor
car. We were informed that couduct-
or George Webb attempted to eject him
from the train, when the negro, at close
range, jerked out his "pepper box,"
and, with coneummate coolness, aimed
the deadly weapon at the head of the
conductor. Ile Bred, but fottunately the
inaccuracy of his aim caused the bullet
to speed wide of its mark. In the ex-
citement occeasioned by the shooting,
which occurred at the Olmstead depot,
the ehootist sneaked away unobserved.
lie has been a fugitive from justice ever
since the affair. Monday last, Sheriff
James Perry, of Logan county, and
this eounty. They at once boarded tlie
traiu, arriving-in thie city Monday after-
noon. The negro was captured in South
Christian, near Longview. lie was
hand-cutied, brought to town and put in
jail over night. Tuesday afternoon, the
officers started with their prisoner for
Russellville.
Habitual Constipation
And kidney and liver Ills, depending
on a weak or inactive condition of the
kidneys, liver or bowels, are sucvessful-
ly and permanently cured only by the
use of the gentle yet effective laxative
and diuretic, Syrup of Figs. Its advan-
tages are evident; it Is easily taken,
pleasing to the taste, acceptable to the
stomach, harmless to the most delicate
system, and truly beneficial in effect.
For sale in 50 cents anti $1.00 bottles by
II. B. GARNER. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Smash Up.
Last Monday afternoon, about five
o'clock, a serious accident happened out
on the Drivitig l'ark track. Mr. J. E. R.
Ray, special examiner of pensions, and
Mr. Jas. Cooper were out with their rigs
exercising their horaee. Mr. Ray's an-
imal attached to a buggy, became fright-
ened and uncontrollable and ran into
Mr. Cooper's sulky, throwing that gen-
tleman violently to the ground and com-
pletely demolishing his vehicle. The
front Nheele of Mr. Ray's buggy were
broken. Mr. Cooper sustained paitiful
injuries about the body. His arm,
breast anti right leg were considerably
bruised. Mr. Ray escaped unharined.
els • 40r
Idclelreee Wine of Cerdiii is for sale
by the following merchants In Christian
County.
II. Garner, IlopkinsVille, Ity,
X, tialther,
Hopper 01 Son,
/4, Arnilatioad,
Clifton Coal Co, Mannington, Ky.
W, II, Noleti, Ilisinbeidge, Ky.
W IL Merlin, Crofton, Ky.
M. U. Miller. Petnbroke, Ky.
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HIsceek's Loneeottie Task.
Chicago Times
Senator filiscock is said to be "quietly
pushing himself for the presidency." It
Is safe to say thet no rnan ever iniposed
upon 'tinsel( a more difficult and lone-
some task.
Craig Toliver's Boy.
LIMINOTON, K v., September 10.—This
morning Burt Toliver, the fifteen year-
old son ef the late Craig Toliver, shot
and badly wounded John Walters, aged
sixteen. It seems these two boys, in
company with a fifteen-year-old boy
named John Dillon, were, about S:30
this morning, engaged in taro's shoot-
ing with a pistol a quarter of a tulle
from Morehead, when Toliver shot Wal-
ters in the head, inflicting a wound
which is undoubtedly fatal. Whether
it Was an accident or not C11.11 not now
be determined. Neither of the boy. has
been arrested. The affair created con-
siderable excitement as soon as the
news of the affair became known, but
there Is no fear of trouble growing out
of it, as the wounded boy's father does
not, nor never has, belonged to either of
the factions.
Don't Throw Stones.
Frightful Waste.
nue is proportioned to the requiremente oftv'oitcnsiumpetvieornycarries off. its thousandsyear. I es, thousandsm' economical government and the out- ef human lives are being wasted thatrageous performance of taxing the pee- migtit ise saved, for the tact is now es-
pie to produce a Treasury surplus or to
boutiholdete Is stopPed• j Med '
stages le curable. hr. Pierce's "Golden
tabliehed that consumption In its early
lea] Discovery" will, if toted In
ea- time, effect a permanent cure. It has
no equal as a remedy for bronchitis,
coughs and colds. RS efticacy has been
proved 1,12 thousands of cases. All Drug-
gists.
pay a bonus to
The huge, drastic, griping, eickeuing
pills are fast superseded by Dr. Pierce's
"Purgative Pellets."
kore Tjfysiat
is particularly favorable te the contrac-
tion of Diptheric Heed the warning,
and use Darbys Prophylactic Fluid. It
at once allays the inflammation of the
throat, subdues the pain and gives per-
manent relief. It promptly arid effectu-
ally destroys nil eontagion anti dipthe-a
title germs. It is a safeguard against
Diptheria, and should be timed on the
first symptoms of sore throat as a gar-
gle.
Sunday Services.
CHRISTIAN CHI BCH.
Services Lord's day as follows: Sun-
day School at 1:30 a. in. Preaching at
10:45 a. tn., aria 7:4511. ni. Youtig Peo-
ple's 11.14•44ilig at 7 p. M. Tile public is
cordially leveed to these siereices.
Illeol•LK'S !NEVI !NG.
This tueetitig, held in the basiessieut
the Christian (lurch, begins promptly
at 7 p. ni., and closes II/ time for the
evening church service*. Several new
features this week. Everybody Is invit-
ed to attend. Preelient, Otlio Lander;
Vice
-President, Gabe Campeell ; Secre-
tary, M Annie 'rawly.
Death of Dr. T. F. Worrell.
--
The hermits and acquaiiitances of Dr.
T. F. Worrell will be pained to hear of
his death. lie lived for a number of
years in the Southerd part of Christian
county, studied medicine with that emi-
nent and good man Dr. J. C. Metcalf.
Ile practiced klit profeselon In Christian
and Trigg et:Puttees for setAral years,
married Mis. Catherine Ewing after
which he tuoved Bloomihgton, ill.,
where he coos became eminent in the
practice of medicine. Dr. Worrell will
be remembered by many as one of the
most intelligent, kindest and best of
men.
Letter from tafayette.
1.•114TICTIK, Kr.. Sept. 13. 1887.
Editor New Ers:
Well, we :Jaye had rain at last and our
little city is revived once more. 't has
been tor the last week especially gay.
The moot beautiful girls that ever visit-
ed our town were here this memorable
week.
Miss Fannie Lillard of Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., 4,64b, Miss Lelia Muller.
Miss Lizzie fled her old home
this week atter abeence of three years.
Her (Hewitt and admirers gave her a
hearty welcome.
hii68 Minnie Wileineoe, a ha 'Weenie
young lady ot Nashville, epent the hist
two weeks with Mho liallye Rives.
She lel t tor Clarksville this morning.
M r. J . D. Vs' hiteeld, of Cherry Station,
has gone into the confectionary store oil
Main Street, in this place. We w heti the
young gallant suecess.
Mies Eliza Haley, formerly of this
place, but now of Dallas, Texas, came
lust week to visit friettds cid relatives
in our city.
Mr. Charles R. Angien, of Briar field,
Ala., spent several usys in our place,
this week.
Dr. Finie Brandon arid family, of Lin-
toti, moved here yesterday, where lie
will practice for the invalids in our midst.
Miss Daisy Bumpas is boarding with
him and will go to Prof. Frogge's
st'Ohmn at evening a delightful au rpriee
party was given at the home of Miss
liallye Rives, on Main Street.. Messrs.
J. Dudley Whittleld and Fulton luqu•
furnished delicious refreshments for the
oceseion and all e went merry as a mar-
riage bell ,' The party gave the town a
swell serenade not w ithstanding the
"stile" at C. B. F's. We all didn't es-
cape without a scratch. Sotne got sty-
ei::iatlh.ou1Vt ito got the wine? The boys
the coats? We answer "No"
for the rest of the crowd.
Miss Ida Rogers, of Maccin, Texae, is
expected to return to her litine after an
absence ot fifteen inotithe.
Mr. Joseph Trahern is very Ill at his
home, with typho-mslarial fever. I
%troll him a speedy recovery.
callgoiSto8 -LdtallyH Tuck is expected from ciii-
Mr. Webb C. Bell, of Nashville, was
to see Mies Rives, the llth.'
Mr. Minor G. Rogers paid Cadiz a
visit Saturday.
Miss Minnie Richards, an attractive
young lady of Hopkinsville, le visithig
relatives iii our town.
Mro. J . E. Kyeer returned to her home
in Rutherford, after spending the sum-
mer with her mother, Mrs. Joe iteaziy.
We will certainly have fun in October
attending weddings. Three for sure,
and many others have their own con-
sent. But finding au etidoreement is all
the hintierance.
Mire Myrtle Williams, of our town,
lett last Monday for MeMinville, Tenn.,
to enter school.
Mr. Gill Summers was het e bust Mon-
eetee.eree airio •••-• - •• ••-•-•-•
Mr and Mrs. Irving Cayce (nee Mies
Robbie Rives) spent Sunesy with their
parente.
Little Percy Heater, a bright, beauti-
ful baby of Mr. amid Mrs. R. M. fleeter,
died of diptheria, last week. The suf-
ferer is now safe in Heaven. -The pa-
rents have my sincere sympathy.
HoPE 1111tM•N.
Ito Not Let the Fortune Slip by Yon
Now.
No one doubted but it would take
place, hut their hope was confirmed by
the 207th Grand blouthly Drawing of
The Louiaiens State Lottery, at New
Orleans, La., on Tuesday—always Tues-
day—August fah. Here is how things
went and where Fortune scattered her
lavers: No. e0,255 drew the First Cap-
ital Prize of $150,000; it was sold in
fractions of one-tenth each at $1; two-
tenths 430,000) were held bv C. W.
Moorman, collected throutelt Kentucky
National Bank at Louisville, Ky.; anoth-
er Was paid through the same Bank, one
to J. B. Fontaine, Caliente, lel., one
paid through Wells, kargo Co's.,
Bank at San Francisco, Cal.; one to the
Alexander Co. National Bank at Cairo,
III.; one to Geo. H. Zapp, Houston,
Texas; one to W If. Anthony, Houston,
Texas; one paid through the National
Park Bank of New York city N. Y., to
crane's Bank at Hornelleville, N. Y.
No 29,146 drew the Second Capital
l'rize of $50,000, also sold he fractions of
tenths at $1 each, one was held by H. T.
Woods of Portland, Me.; one by 'I'. J.
Baker, Chicago, Ill.; one by Thos. D.
Crump, ot Jonetsburg, Mo.; one was
paid through Wells, Fargo st Co., San
Francisco, Cal.; one by W. A. Barnhill,
paid through First National Bank at
Jackson, Tenn., one to S. P. !fill, of
New Orleans, La., one to J. 1'. Schulze.
No. 213 W. Markham St., Little Rock.
Ark.; one to Wm. Higgins Attains', Bos-
ton, Maas. No. 40,650 drew Third I 'ap-
Ital l'rize of $20.000, sold alit° in fractions
of tenths; at $1 each; one was held by
Robe MeNaughton, Governor St, Rich-
mond, Va. 111141 W. II. Seiltt, Camp
Pelee tune to Oen Over !Adonis,
' ,#Teem MI6 to Hobert J. luting, Jr.,
408 Customhouse ist,, Now Orleans, Is
one to 1110 Mirror M. tied A, Moyer,
Now eett k tulle peld through the
city Bank, Louleville, Kyd tole paid
Ilirutigh the Ariglmtelifuriden think et
hen Vratielsou, Cal ; one to II, ki. Ed-
tiletwoe, Mhos ; one to James
Stevenson, Nu. 38 Hanover St., Provi-
dence, R. I.; one to Oscar Groshell,
care of Richardson Drug Co., Omaha,
Neb.; one to W. Dowling. San Francis-
co, Cal. 'fickete Nos. 48,425 and 49,521
drew the two Fourth Prizee of $10,000
each; the fractions of tickets were void
an over, end parties winning live in
New Orionis, La., Louisville, Ky., Dal-
las, Tex., Waeletigten, D. C., Clevelaud
0 , Memphis, Tenn., Kansas; City, Mo ,
Binniegtiani, Camden, Ark, Jack-
eon ville, Tex., and Sikh Fernando, Cal.
It will all go over on Tuesday, October,
11, 1S87, and 00 one should let the oc-
casion slip.
"Re wiae to-day; 'tits matinees to de-
fer." Don't neglect your cough. If you
do your fate may be that of the countess,
thousands who have done IiKeWhie, anti
who to-day fill consumptives' graves.
Night
-sweats, spitting of blood, weak
lungs, and consumption itself if taken
in time can be cured by the use of Dr.
Pierce's "Golden Medical Discovery."
This wonderful preparation has no equal
as a remedy for lung and throat diseased.
All druggists.
Sportsmen who want to till game-bags
with the least possible expenditure of
powder, will be interested in Charles
Letlyara Nortoner illistrated deeeription
of "A Pot-flutiter's Pgratilse," to ap-
pear in The American lidagazine for
October.
•
Give Them a Chance.
That Is to say, your lunge. Also all
your breathing machinery. Very won-.
&reit machinery it is. Not only the
larger air-passages, hie the thousands
of little tubes and cavities leading from
them.
1Vilen theee are clogged and elioketi
with matter which ought not to he there,
your hinge cannot half do their work.
And what they do they cannot do well.
Call it cold, cough, croup, pneurne-
nia, cataarli, consumption or any of the
family of throat and nose and bead and
lung obetructions, all are bad. Ali
might to be got rill of. There is pot
one sure way to get rid of them. That
is to take Boschees German :Syrup,
which any druggist will sell you at 75
cents a bottle. Even If every thing else
has failed you, you may depend upon
this for certein.
Miserly Economy.
W•shINOToN, Sept 7.—Frank Rich-
ardeon, the Washington correspondent
of the Baltimore Sun, is abroad aud
writing a series ot eieheitie avid enter-
tainieg letters to his paper. his last
lit,,tv‘teirt,ig !whited to-day, lie bee the toe
"The British Minister at Bruiserle
a house provided ter him, receives $20,-
OM per annum salary, and is given en
additionel allowance of $10,000 for en-
tertsining. lie has alike as have till the
other Minisiters, a full staff of secreta-
ries and attaches. Mr. Tree, the Ani •ri-
can Ministet, has ii0 allowance what-
ever for any assistance, and reeelves but
$7,500 per afltitilfl. Thiel entire suni Is
commuted in liotitie rent eliti clerk hire
Mr. Tree spends more than three times
his salary, making up the differenee out
of his own pocket. Ile said he would
not stay here otherwise, as he would
not accept hospitalitiee if ite did not re-
turn them. With the work which lie
has to do, It would be impossible for
Mr. t ree to get along without clerical
assistance, anu it seems rather mean and
[whist that be ehould have to pay for
this himself. 'File Pope has a repre-
sentative at this court of the rank of
Etubaesador, and, as lie ie the only mem-
ber of tee Diplomatic Corpe of that
rank, he takes the precetlence 011 all of-
• occaelons. l'he other diplomatic
representativee, with the exception of
that of the United States, are envoys,
so it happens that Mr. Tree, who is only
a 'Minister resident.' • diplomatic rank
which all tiie European powers have
long since abolished, has upon all offi-
cial occaftions to go at the tall end of the
corps. Mr. Tree represents the greatest
and the richest nation In the world,
with a population of 10,000,000, but lie
hae to humbly follow at a respectful
distance the envoy from the pitiful little
Commonwealth of pests Rica, with
185,000 population all told—lees than
that of the city of Baltimore. Mr. Tree
told me that, so far as be is personally
concerned, he cares nothing about this,
but for tbe sake of his country it does
mortify him, and I should think it
would. Ile says that both the King
and the Cabinet are esseediugly courte-
ous and considerate in this matter, and
out of respect for the United Staten te-
lex the rule of ceremony and etiquette
whenever poesible to do so without tree-
putting upon what others may claim to
be their prerogatives."
•
he Tobacco Situation.
Courier-Journal
The leaf tobacco trade tile evidently
fallen under tlie displeasure of the men
at the head of the Departme'nt of Agri-
culture at Waehington; and It is equal-
ly evident that PO long ret they retnain
in oftiee that interest will not receive
fair treatment. It is the Courier-Jour-
nal's duty to protest againet this situa-
tion as the leading representative of
the interests of a State which lias sixty-
tive shares out of a hundred in the leaf
crop proper of the United States. We
notify the tobacco trade of this impor-
tant fact and warn them to goveru
themselves accordingly. They have
been constrained in defense of their
tiade and their money to force from
those men a point-blank retraction of
their entire exhibit of the srop oitua-
tion, end to Issue another purely at their
dictation; bet in doing all Ude they
have subjected them to the most niorti-
tying peblic humiliation, which those
omflierciitals can not suffer without rettent-
A eomewhat lengthy dispatch, dated
Washington, September 4, appeared in
the Cideago Timer of September 3, con-
taining an extraordinary settlement un-
der the caption of "eobacco." It be-
gins thus : "It is a curious] outcome of
the onslaught made upon Statistician
'beige, of the Agricultural Department,
which finally remelted in his signing a
atateuseitt twelifying iiie estimate of the
incoming tobaevo orop to meet the
wishes of the Louisville dealers, that
the beneficial ratite of the last fifteen
days have brought tip the crop eo thee
according to report* received at the In-
tr:ratiwa.1,,Revenue °flits, it wiil equal, if
not exeetel, Mr. Dodge's) original esti-
If the reader will notice that crop re-
ports; are now being made to the office
of 'merlin' Revenue tie e le be prouipt
to diacover the tall of a large cat hi the
meal-tub. Ile will observe:
First, that the office of internal Reve-
nue does not receive crop reports, and
has none to signify this, that or the
other result, but the Department of Ag-
riculture does receive them, and no
other branch of the Goveroment does;
second, under this thimblerig a great
fact is promulgated to the public, name.
leyeehaettieetfteteco peaue out
ment's July estimate indicated; and,
third, that while this statement pur-
ports to vindicate Mr. Dodge, it also
wreaks his vengeance upon the market
which huiniliated him by compelling
him to retract poineblank an estimate
which, if accepted, would have cut
price* half In two and cost them and
their custumers millions of dollars.
The internal Revenue Office therefore
appears to be merely a blind for a
masked battery of the Department of
Afiriculture. The editor of the Chica-
go Times might settle this, if he would,
or Mr. Miller. of the Internal Revenue
Bureau, aright tell us something about
his voluminous crop reports.
'eliere being only one branch of the
Government which collects crop re-
iirte, awl there being only one which
 . Dodge and Colman could nee In
efforte at exculpation, the inference is
irresistible.
It might all have been passed over in
contemptuous silence, however, but (of
Die fact that It la a Ile as gross end lithe
riots al the Arid. The crop of the Ohio
ehich Is seven-eights of the
Western leaf crop and three-fourths of
the whole leaf crop proper, lias been and
is now suffering from a continuance of
ilrouth which is proving niore fatal than
that of July, simply because the resid-
uum of vitaiity and the limit of time are
naturally nearer to alsolute exhauetion.
'Fite growing or weightenaking time
has pissed, arid the plants for the last
ten days have been scorching under
dryleg winds, hot suns arid dewiese
nights, toeing every day in the resour-
ces for outeome both In quality and
weight. There is to-day not a well-in-
formed tobaeco man hi the West who
does riot regard the eituation as MODS
discoureging in every war than fifteen
days ago or thirty days ago, or who
doee not regard the limits of yield as
materially niarrowed, and als.o
the margins of quality as having been
conelderably lowered.
'fine reader will bear in mind that
theme °Moist assaults upon Weetern ag-
riculture •re not Ilinited in their PC01*
to une crop, but that they extend te
two. Not mily the values of ths crop Of
IMO I 114/W filling the markets and Imes
Ind a Pottiest betWeen the hulls acid
bears of Anteritia fuel Ktirope--Mot on.
le Is this tirop InVolveili hill that Of Is07,
eirti, els that III thnie tales tottgleings
Die Interests a buyer' end In the liiket•yet ur Korona cull Cowls, as against
those of our Western producers awl
deelers, they elm to kill two bird. with
one inorie. They would cheapen two
crop' ruinously by one dirtilearge of ()M-
etal falsification.
The Verdict Unanimous.
w. stilt, Druggiet, Bipptis, Ind.,
testifies: el can reo itninenti Electric
Bitters as the very best remedy. Every
bottle sold hail given relief in every case.
One Mao tiok six bottles, and was cur-
ed of Rheumatieni of 1U years' stand-
ing." Abraham Hare, druggist, Bell-
ville, Ohio, affirms: "l'he best gelling
medicine I have ever handled in iny 20
years' experience, is Electric Bitters."
Thousands of others have added their
testimmiy, so that the verdict is unani-
mous that Electric Bitters do cure all
diseases of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood.
Only a half dollar a bottle at Ilarry n.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
Relies Of a Prohibition Campaign.
Atlanta Constitution.
It take.i a prohibition campaign to
show whet the best citizens of a eonitnu-
fifty think of each other. They thiuk
nothing of denouncitig each other as
"fanatics," "lice," "paid hirelings,"
and all that sort of thing. This style of
arguineet leavee wounds that are never
heale I.
111 Brief, And to the Point.
Dyspepsia le dreadful. Dieordered
liver le misters,. Intligeetion is a foe to
good nature.
The hutnan digestive apparatus is or e
of the moot complicated and wontterful
things In existence. It is easily put out
qf order.
Greasy food, tough food, sloppy food.
bad cookery, mental worry, late hours,
irregular habits, and mauy other things
willeh ought not to be, have made the
Anierielti people a nation of dyspeptice,
But Green's August Flower hats done
a wonderful work in reforming this sad
business anti enekitig the American pee-
pie PO healthy that they can enjoy their
mettle and be happy.
Remember :- -effu happines witheet H. H. Abernathy Pres.health. But Green's August Flower
brings health and happlecte to the Dys-
peptic. Ask your druggists) for a bottle.
Seventy-flve verde. A. D. Rodgers, Sec y
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liopkinsville, Kentucky,
Wednesday, Thurs-
day, Friday and
Saturday,
COCIT'.1.fist.
The Grounds are Beautiful-
ly Located, just West of the
City, on the
CADIZ ROAD.
The Buildings are all new
and Substantial. Every foot
of the Track can be seen from
TB: GRAND MS.
The ring Stock Show the
first day, is open only to
CHRISTIAN COUNTY STOCK,
No Charge Whatever
for private vehicles and horses
to enter the grounds.
The Ladles
are especially invited to at-
tend.
1111: IS A 117
run upon new and advanced
ideas. Come out the first
day and give the new
fair a good end
ofr.
No Other Fair
will Le held in Christian
County this year.
ADMISSION:
Grand Stand, men - 50cts
Grand Stand, ladies and
children - - - 25cts
•
Children Aqua rrve.
Write to the Secretary for a Catalogue.
TRIGG COUNTY.
, Telephone.,
We undersueid that there will be a
Sunday School picnic given at Hurriran
Church on Thurselay , the 2Utti
•Mews. C. E. West and Cliff Miller, of
Hopkinsville, were in Coils last Tues-
dee . The latter cattle fur this purpose of
opening up a jewelry store. Mr. 1Vest
Unlinks of opeuitig a brauch Whoa here to
sell re w ing machines.
The force of lientle on the Ohio Valley
railroad between Fredonia and Prince-
ton are working nerd ape day in order
to finish the rest) tem Peet-runt by the
1501 inst. We learti with satisfaction
that the work being done is fireteclaes
and designed to Ise perninnetit anti ever-
the Ohio Valley fisilwity C -
pany's propositkm has been accepted by
the voters of the dietrict and the LOW11 of
Cadiz, and $40,00U stock has been sub-
(scribed, and the city ot Hopkins/vine and
the Hopkinsville idyll district have sub-
scribed $100,0UU more—the lust named
animmt given teem the expressed terms
that die Ohio Valley Railway Com pan y
ehall not sell oat to the Louisville di
Nashville Company for twenty years—
sten* croakers in and around Cadiz have
been induatriously circulatingthe report
that the road will never be belle Why
the authorities controling the Ohio Val-
ley Railway Company should go toe°
much trouble and expense to get the sub-
seriptions If they did not ititend to util-
ize them, is someteaug that we acknowl-
edge our inability to explain otherwise
than by saying the Company evidently
did then, and does now, intend ts use
the subscriptions and to comply with its
contracts with Trigg and Christian
counties.
'Mese gloomy predictions generally
come from thoee who strenuously op-
posed the railroad propositions; so, if
they are honeet in what they say, why
did they oppose the district subscribing
the stock, as the money will not have to
be paid unless the road is built? We are
constrained to believe that the gentle-
men are simply attempting to work up-
on the credulity of the trietide of the pro-
ject. There is no necessity for any one
to be uneasy about the matter. The
road will, in our opinion be built within
the next sight months.
We remember being in Prineeton a
year ago, when that town wee very
much excited over the building of the I.,
A. it T. branch of the Louisville &
Nashville, and the Ohio Valley, and (Lev-
eral of the knowing ones insisted that
neither of the roads would ever be built
into Princeton. Indeed they said they
were certain the Cheaspeake & Ohio
would gobble up both roads belore they
reached the towne We have lived to see
their predictions rail to Le verified.
HOPKINS COUNTY.
Madisonville Times
Mrs. Luke Rodgers died in this place
yesterday, after a lingering 'epees, of
vonsumption. She wait a daughter of
Mee A. Matthews, and wife of County
Coroner Rodgers.
The City Judge and City Marshal both
resigned thel positions last Monday.
Insufficiency of salary was the cause.
The city council has yet taketi no action
upon tbeir reaignations.
Last Wednesday morning Mr. David
Putman sod Miss Mollie Dunlap, of the
White Plains countrv, boarded the early
morning train here, went to Springfield,
Tenn., where they were quietly married,
returning here at 11:15 a. m. the same
date Parental objectione led to the
elopement, the father of the young lady
refusing to give his consent to the mar-
riage. 'I he 'Tung lady was visiting
relatives near here, and the young ptso-
pie planned and suceesefully carried out
their wishes to be mated for life.
A quiet wedding occurred here last
Monday night that had about it • flavor
of the remantic. For some menthe Mr.
Dudley O'Conner, night operator at the
depot here, has been quite devoted in
ids attentions to MIAS Eila Handal!, one
of our most cletru ing yoang Wiles
The young couple's associations and
companionship ripened into love and
they were engaged, but the esinsuninua-
tion of their vourtehip by marriage was
set for some Indefinite period in the fu-
ture. A tew days since, Mr. O'Conner
received a better and more lucrative
offer at Dallas, Texas, based upon his
immediate ameptance of the same, and
he felt it to be his duty and to his inter-
est to go, but he wee loth to leare his
betrothed, She had no time to prepare
a trousseau, and the thought of giving
up her only chile 60 grievet her widow-
ed mother that the youngcouple agreed
to unite their lives anil deetiniee, the
grooni to go on his way, the bride t..) re-
Mani Writ tre-r wro-Irricr, Virie wow,
done. At S p. nu. a few special friends
gathered at Mrs. Rentlall'a residence,
and Elder J. W. Hardy coon made the
t wain one. The groom left at 11 :15 p. tn.
for Texas, to return in tee sweet ey and
by and Oahu his bonnie bride.
Marsh Polk is Dead.
Neenvieez, Sept. 7.—Undertaker W.
R. Cornelius says there is no truth in
the special from Chattanooga tn the ef-
fect that Marsh 'I'. Polk, defaulting
Treanurer of Tennessee, was still alive
anti engaged in business; in the City of
Mexico; that he Rad Yolk's dead hoily
untier his charge for thirty-six hours itf-
ttr his death. and prepared it tor inter-
ment at Bolivar, W. 'fettle It it were
unearthed the remains of a man with
one leg would be found. Men of un-
doubted veracity testified to Polit's
death when the question ehether he
was still alive eats raised here at the
time his body wits taken to Bulivar and
itaerred.
•
(Urged With Being a Horse Thief.
FRANKLIN, KY , Sept. 7.—A man giv-
ing his name as WIll. IlitttliaW, alias
Matthew Wormiek, was arrested here
to-day, and is held in jail east respected
horse-thief. He had a very tine bay
mare, worth about $175, 'A !Heil lie of-
fered to sell for $100, When he went to
telegraph concerning the animal he en-
deavored to escape from the officer,
which aroused the suspicions of the lat-
ter to such an extent that he placed the
accused in jail at once. He firet said
he reeitied in Leitchfield, Grayson coun-
ty, and afterward claimed Berry's; Lick,
Butler county, as his home. fie looks
to be about twenty-two years of age.
•
A Neva Ilot.
White I ain not a betting 111411, MO le,
.1, thettity, of the firm J, Cheney
le Co., 1 mush's-feel it my religloum duly
to make that fellow a bet, yeti eve he
was about dead, and I guess he would
of dled before Spring, It had not of got
him on the bet. You know some men
had rather. loee their life than to lots a
hundred, well he was one of that kind,
end we both sante near being out, but
I staved my hundred and it only coot
him ten dollars. How's+ etc ? He sent
for nie one day and said the doctors had
given him tip to die, with the catarrh.
I Lehi him that I would bet him $100 that
Hall's Catarrh Cure would cure him or
I would give him $1t10 if it failed. lie
took the latter propoeition. This was
three months ago; you flee how lie looks
now, don't you, as well as any one, and
a dandy 
—American, Toledo, 0.
KIRWS
wHITE
51110
The only brood of Lowndry Soap
awarded a first class medal at the
New Orleans Expoeition. Guaran-
heel absolutely pure, and for general
household purposes is the very best
AR
Thompson
—DEALERS IN- -
Hardware,
Cutlery and
Guns,
Queensware,
French,
China and
Glassware,
Wail Papers
and
Ceiling Decorations
in all of the latest styles.
THOMPSON & ELLIS
No. 8. 13 Main St.
THE MARKETS .
Retail price* in Hopkineville; ournieteel tee
every terse by the local dealers.
tort, Retail ,
Bacon sides.
Hams. sugar mired,
ILIUM kcountry„ .
Lard. -
Flour, Fanc•, palest .
near, standard . • -
Bran sad obit/mai, ler than IA On.
Corn MeaL - .
Pearl Meal, - - .
New Orleans Mo:iumes. Fancy,
Casettes, sear, as -
Butter 
-
eggs, .
Hominy, per gallop
Grata, per gallon, -
Clover seed
l ut natl., retail, •
Beane. navy, per oushiel.
Peas, per bushel, -
Coffee, golden. .
Coffee, 'nod green no. 24Coffue, Java. 3.,Cheese, good factory. - 
,4(020Cheme, Young America!,
Rice. - • 
tM
Cracked Rice, . 10Sugar, a. O. - sClarified, New Orleans. 61•1Granulated, .
Salt. Kanawa, II bus hi,
Salt Kanawa 7 bushel..
Saganaw, Ii bushels. -
Saganaw, 7 bushels. - 
- - - 1.00Potatoe.. Irish, per buehel, (seed) Te
Sweet, per bushel. . 1 On
Mackerel. No. 1. per kit, 71(01.1111Mackerel Barrels. No.1, - 8 00
Lemons, per dozen, - - toOrange*, per dozen, 44.1
Corn in ear, per barrel, - 2.75
Oats, per oushel, 41 to 6.0
Hay . per cwt. televeri 
"460Timothy. per cwt. se
Hide., dry, flint, ; 41.45
Hide* tirsaa. - - - 4W06Tallow. .
Beet c tele, gross -
BOLL 6T01. 
- 24toll
MA),
IL
%SW6,80
4.•11
Tb
IS
16
WHO
In
SO
/10
4,b0
1,06
2.36
sfe•
t,s2
1.88
BEN E 1 OLENT SOCIETIES.
Hort !int' Li LI 1.011na. No. se; At. F. •. M.
It M Yairleigh, W. M.
Lodge meets at Masoetc Hall, Ir0 .tory
Thompson Block, leg Monday night in each_
month .
ORIENTAL CH&PTICE NO. 14.. rt. A. M.
Thomas Rodman, H P
!Mated ecesvorattoas sd Monday of each
month at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDIRY NO. 4, K. T.
ler. Kt. F. L. Wither, I. C.
Meets ith Monday in each month at MasonicHall
ROYAL •11C•NUM.HOPKINOVILLECOUM
CIL. NO. MI
Jos. I. Landes, it gett.
mecum and sth Thursdays sack month atJ. I. Landes` °Bice,
MOA YON COUNCILNO.SICHOSEN PK] KV Os
Lipstine, Chief Cousselor.
Meets at 1. O. O. r. H•11., Ild and 4th Mond•y la
each month.
C HRISTI AN LODGE., NO. RIO. . 00 H.
R. M. Anderson. Dictator.
Meets lst and Itrii Turaday eaeh month atN.M. Mail.
EVERGREEN LOINJR. NO. IC K. OF P.
J•mes Breathitt, C.
Lodge meet. the al and 4th Thursday. in es-
." M"ntEh NatI)ION'thi'S' NirT. RIIA&INI.K, IL. OF P.
L. R. Davis, Prise'.
Meets 3,1 Monday in every mouth at it M.And•rvon's
KNIGHTS OF THZ GOLDEN CE088.
V. W. Crabh, N. L.
Meets the let and ad 'Fridays la seen mownin basement of Cumberland presuyteria0
church
eNCIleNT ORDER OF UNITED WORKMEN.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, fd and 4th Tuesdays an /1;--Camy, Boole & Co.'s office.
GREEN RIVER WOG& NO.14, 1. 0 0. F.
W. F. Randle, N. G.
Meets e•ery Friday night at 1. 0. 0. F. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT. NO. 21. I. O. o.
Y. F Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meem lot and Is.1 Thursday nights at I.
1) t) Hall.
0E0Ell UP THE IRON 11•1,L
Joke Mosloa,P, ,
RPM* Oh We lases, each slice al JAM
irg's
leittsig Me if, liAtellfekKIS
Bklikits,
Meets art Moeda) eight at I, ti 11, r Hen
COLORED LODGES.
UNION SRN ItY01.12NT SOCIETY.
Meets ist and ad Moseley missies Is reel
month, f 1, o'clock, at their lodge room. Main
streeto-ecoud story over Hooder and i 0 ersh In-
er'. building. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ner. Sec'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. '1, U. B. F.
Meets 1st and 3rd Tuesday nights in Poste!".
Hell, Court etreet K. W. Glass, W. M.; L. 8.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. 38, 8. OF F.
Meet. lid and 4th Tuesdays an eaeh month in
U. B. F. Hall Poste'''. Work Court stregt
Augusta Monsen, W. P; Carrie hanks, 1/. I'
gime ( arty, Secretary. ,
.•
HOPEINSVILLE LODGE NO. 1004, G. U. 0.
or 0. Ir.
Meets find and 4th Monday nights at Homer
and Overehmer's Ha 11 Katz street. Charles
Jesup N. G; William Gray, V.11; E. W. Glue.
P. 8; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. 1SST, G. N. O.
OF 1'.
Meets Ist and Ird Wednesday eights of each
enoatti. Silas Johason. N. G ; C K. Rutin P. .s
ti•It01 Mt LODOt ;0.15 I". I P.-meets 2ed
I 4th night in each month at their Lodge mem at7:30 o'clock Henry liuynn, Prelident ; C H.IlarrieSecretarv
GEORGETQ MithAnnaal Session hero, '4..0.-allraira.EGZ!Hit. Old and ex prrirocrd tMed te tar tamou• "Wee Oruro" region anri•alled beruty and beaith La,m.Ins groendsand shier groves.. Prows ler for rst-aleas pullers. roil Paraity tempieur course. Popular 1.10, ail Southernera leigners of 11 S.., • B., mid A
mans maid tor catalogue to arigrielf!egp. ie). GEORGETOWN, KY.
THOROUGH BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Bryant "rIa4B0 macolxiewil-14A.„ BUSINESS COLLEGE
Stratton.1
Corner Third anti Jefferson Streets, Lotesville, Ky.
ENTRANCE No, 406 THIRD STREET.
Bool-Ketping, MEW% Short-Hand, Tele ri pby
AND ENGLISH TRAININC.
Vox Catalognas .A.cle11.1-sims Collets OA .SLIDoNrs.
c3c-s..i.TcsikAfs.rxe,
.7310-NATIBIAMI:10,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
a
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THE NEW ERA.
—PUBLISHED BT—
Ns w Era Printing end Pw‘lishing Co
A YEAR.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1887.
i),Itte anti geociety.
Mr. Ceti 0 1 b011114.011 has returned h
t fiflaman Jim Wing, has gone to St. Louis
De. Jackson, of Crof tun, spent Monday in this
eitv
Mr. Frisk kiehardsm went ‘eletilay in lb.
city.
Dr. N. It. Shyer returned from t lie Ellit Moe
day.
Nil Higgins WIMI in the city Tit...slay on Lust
nese.
Prof. Assists. Beichert left for Paducah Wed
nesslay.
KM Mamie Proust of Crofton was in the elle
Tuesday.
Miss Millie Illeitiou has returned frost
Milton
Mrs 4 Wall, of Wallowa, w as in the city
Tbursday.
Mums Mary baker, of Lyon county la visiting
Mr. J. W. Witty.
Mr. Thos. Petree has aceepte.1 I position with
W. M. Mitchell
iii. Josie '1Vraglit, of Nash, lle, returned
home Mosday.
J. H. then, of Manaiegton was in the city
Wednesday.
Mrs. Mollie Clark, of Crofts., IMO • mating in
the city Tuesday.
Mr. J. M. Dodd. of l'alhoon, has moved his
fasiily to this city.
John W. Cooper Asti wife are the guest* of
Rev. A. C. Mobile
Mai Femme Woolfolk, of Paducah, is visitesg
Mies Sallie Wallace.
Mies Mabel Dodd left last week to attend col-
lege at Greenville.
Miss Joie Hopkins, of Pembroke. WAS visit-
tog is the city Trite:.
Mrs. W. B. King, of lialvesio• Texas is %left-
ies friends in tie City.
Mr. Chas Johnson, of May debt spent a few
day• in the city last week.
J. W Blankenship and j. Ii. Steel of Cale-
iloU111, were in town Thursday.
Mrs, CLAD* Roads of Evaasville, 141 visiting
the family of Mrs S. G. Buckner.
Mrs. H. C Fisher and son, Harry. are visiting
Mrs. WE. Randle, on 7th street.
Mime Mare Clardy, of Belle Statism, left Sat-
urday for B &starlit to attend college.
Mr. C Baker and wife. of Cadiz are vi.-
hOg Mrs. J. 0. Cooper at the Phoenix Hotel.
111104.11 Komi Steinhagen and Lillie Waller re-
turned fro.° Mrs. Stowe's, la the county. Mon-
day.
Mrs. Gest. Weller accompanied Mimes ROSA
and Lula Brown to their home ;a Itmesiellyttle
Saturday.
Mies Ousts Thompsoe, wto spent a few day*
with her sister Mrs Bristow, of Elkton, return-
ed yesterday.
Mrs K. I. Martin has returned from the
Kash having purchased a haatisonie line of
mil harry goods
Charley Chappell of Cada, and Lee Watkias
it: Montgomery, are attending the Bowling
Green (sir.
Mimes Bessie and Ruth MeCarrol have re-
turned home a pleasuat visit to rmatives
sail frieaMt in this city
)(WOOS Julia Duncan and Nora Badger. Nash-
ille, who have been dialling fritsmis at Cale-
donia, have returned home.
Mute Fannie Fairleigh, after an extended vis-
it through Central and Northern Kentucky re•
turned home Saturday.
Mr. It B. Scott. formerly clerk with Meta d
Timotay, left Sunday for Lee Angeles, Cal„ op
prospecting tour
Park Heaton, and Misses ROG& Steiutagen,
sad Lillie Waller. spent Thursday and Friday
at Mrs kit stowe's near Caledonia.
Muse Sarah Green left for Nashville Monday
aftermath having received a telegram announc-
ing the series illness of her seder.
Jno. 0. Mclieynolds has returned to Dallas,
Texas., after a Villa IAA his father ID this county.
Ile is a Ct nation county boy who is destined to
make his mark in the world Although only
H years of age, lie occupies the responsible po-
sition of Professor of mathematics in the Dal-
las High School
Syrup of Figs
Manufactureo only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antly ed'ective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual coustipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
tles by H. B. Garner. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Harris Hamby Convicted.
Last February, on the night of the 28,
H. L. Hamby, inspired with revenge,
set dre to A. B. Brown's born at Crol-
toe. The barn, together with 4 mules
and * barrels of corn, was entirely con-
sumed in the dames. Tracks were traced
to the door of Ilamby't home. Ile was
arrested and released on bond. Wednes-
day, he was arraigned before Judge
Grace on an ludictinent for arson. The
evidence was conclusive and damaging
to prisoner. The Commonwealth's At-
torney and defendant* counsel submit-
ted the cam to the jury without argu-
(neut. After about twenty minutes
deliberation the jury rendered a ver-
dict of guilty, with penalty of one year
in the State prison.
Children Starving to Death
On account of their inability to digest
food, will find a most marvellous food
and remedy in Scott's Emulsion of Pure
Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites.
Very palatable and easily digested. Dr.
S. W. Comae, of Waco, Texas, rays:
"I have used your Emulsion in Infantile
waiting with good results. It not only
restores wasted timues, but gives
strength and increases the appetite. 1
am glad to hide such a reliable ankle."
Or. CHARLES C. G•BRICTT, Calvert,
Texas, says: "I have used your Emul-
sion for over a year, and have derived
much benefit from it In the marasmua of
children, being tolerated by the stomach
when all other inedicamenta were re-
jected.
Ike Parrish Captured.
The negro Ike Parrish, who killed
young Taylor, in this county, two weeks
ago, was caught at Lagrange furnace,
in Trigg county, Thursday morning, by
John Taylor, a brother of the murdered
taw, and Steve Reeves. The negro had
arrived at the furnace only the night
before and been engaged to work. ifs
was taken to Dover, Tenn , and put in
Jill, from which place be will be brought
here. The probability of • lynching
party's taking charge induced Mews.
Taylor and Reeves to go up the river to
Dover with their Wapner, and their
discretion and prudence it the matter
are very commendable.
SUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise's Sore*, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hand's
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For 'sale by
H. B. Garner.
Mrs. Elizebeth Smith, mother of Mr.
Tube L. Smith of this city, died at her
home in Greenville Saturday. She was
70 years old, her mother died a few
month's ago at the age of 96 and her
grand-mother was 106 years old when
she died. They are all three buried to-
gether in the family grave-yard in
Muldenberg. Mrs. Smith was left a
a widow early in life and with scant
meatia began to support her two young
sons and aged mother. By untiring en-
•-rgy and prudent management she
fought the battle of existence success-
fully. She was a staunch member of the
Baptist church.
The Min eau be Kept Soft and White
'and free from that taint of perspiration
I•y adding Darby* Prophylactic Fluid
to the water need in bathing. It re-
moves all offensive smell from the feet
or any part of the body. Used as a
t 0th-wash it will harden the gums,
preeerve the teeth, cure tooth-ache and
make the breath pure and sweet. Cures
chafing and inflammation, Piles, Scald
!let, etc.
the city.
Parker McCombs trial is set for the
16th day of the term.
The little son of Supt. Holman, of the
rock quarry, has scarlet fever.
The L. te N. Stock-yard track has
been extended to the rock quarry. -
The ceases of the two Cooley bop; will
be called for trial OH the 15th day of the
present term.
Gus Young was granted liee1160 to
sell fire-arms under the last a(-t of the
Legislatil re.
There were 13 prisenera in the Chris-
tian county jail, tVethiesday, for dinner.
Five occupied one
Wednesolay afternoon a heavy rani
fell about 7 isillea Kest from the city.
Hopkinsville is still welling.
Mr. Sam G. Buckner sold his hand-
some Main .tree( reoldence Thursday
to Mr. W, T. Radford tor 46,000.
Mr. J. C. Bresher has moved into the
realdeoce formerly °steepled by Mr..
Rubt. Norwood, on North Main street.
In the case of Jno. W. Bouillon! vs.
The Town of Crofton the jury gave the
plaintiff a judgment for $30 and cost.
Mr. John Pye hae left for the Eastern
cities to lay in his fall stock of clothing.
He will he absent about two weeks.
Metiers. C. 11. Bush anti Henry J.
Stites, transacted legal business at
Springfield, Tenn., one day this week.
Henry Givens, colored was run over
by a hand-car Monday morning, near
Slaughter's station anti fatally injured.
Ed Morris, col. the youthful culprit
who broke into the freight depot will
be tried the lath day of the term on an
indictment.
Cerulean Springs has closed for the
season, so tar is amusements are COD-
eerned. The hotel, however, le still re-
ceiving guests.
Williameon it l'ool, livery men, have
bought the property now occupied by
them, from Mr. W. Armstrong, for
$2,550 spot cash.
Mr. H. W. Tibbs), Southern Express
Agent, has rented and moved into the
cottage vacated by Mr. J. C. Brasile: on
North Main street.
Snakes are plentiful this month.
They are seen at all hours of the day, in
the roads anti on river banks. They are
now out hunting water.
'Elie putrefying carcass ly ing some-
where on Virginia Are t, near the old
Hotmer place, should he foutol situ von-
veyed to the potter's Held.
In drilling a well on Msj. Breath-
itt's premises, Mr. Fleming struck iron
ore about 40 feet tinder earth, which is
an uncommon occurratis,e.
Jas. Western will go to house-keep-
ing at once. He has rented and furnished
one of Mr. Simmon's cottages on the cor-
ner of 3rd and Virginia streets.
Willie burning tobacco on Crit Mc-
Knight's place, near Garrettaburg,
Thursday afternoon, the blaze ignited
the dry logs of a barn near by, and In
lees time than it taken to tell it the barn
was laid in ashes. Two large ricks of
straw also were consained. The *table
in which was valuable stock caught fire
several times, budby the heroie:efforta of
the bucket brigade the flames were ex-
tinguished before any material damage
was done. It was by a powerful exertion round
that Mr. McKnigitt's residence, together which,
with a bin tilled with 5,000 bushels ef
wheat, was saved. The loos was not cov-
ered by Insurance.
Vettrtl goriteittne.
Let the railroad committee emerge
from it.' sound sleep, anti "tell U6 the
news."
A three-quarters of a mile side track is
beitig constructed near the north rail-
road bridge.
; tobacco crop in the Caledonia dis-
trict le completely ruined and valueless,
owing to the long dry spell.
Poverty pities behind palace doors,
according to the tax-dodger's sworn
statements to the tax collector.
A policeman should be detailed to
swatter the howling mob of neeroest who
I in rest 9th Ian et, near the depot Satur-
day nights.
Quite 1111111ber of our people atten-
ded the Warren county fair Saturday.
Wet tintlerstand it was a grand success,
financially and otherwise,
The pavement on Mth street, In !rout
of R. P. Steven'', eonfectionery 'scab' loll-
went Is In a wretched condition. It
should be looked alter at once.
Moonlight pic-nics welts plentiful at
Caledonia, this WIN:h. the residences
of Mr. Bill Howell and Mr. Tom Wall
were imam of lively festivities.
County Judge Winfree appointed Mr.
George Bradley conetable in the Hop-
kinaville district, last Saturday. Mr.
Bradley at Once executed bond and
qualified.
Mr. W. N. Short, of Calboon, Chair-
man of the Democratic committee of
McLean county was 011 our streets Mon-
day surveying the field, politically
speaking.
"Tobogging will be the chief amuse-
ment this winter," said a fair denier' to
Us a day or 60 ago, "awl every prepara-
tion for it is going on and a fine time is
looked for."
IL L. Dunning, charged with knifing
Burl Kimble, col., was tried before a ju-
ry Saturday. The twelve men disagreed
and the case was continued to the next
term of court.
Two good farms for rent, one of 300,
the other 250 terse; also a small place of
100 acres; my residence in town with
rooms and 9 acres of land attached.
W. W. WARE.
That delicious old friend, the oyster,
is on band again, prepared to take its
part in the fall campaign of society, p01.
tics and religion.. The heart to the
epicure is delighted.
Capt. C. N. Pendleton, late of Pem-
broke, who is now practicing law at Ow-
ensboro, was elected special judge to try
the tiaruage suit against the Measeuger.
Tbe plaintiff in the cafe swore Judge
Little off the bench.
Mrs. Geo. McCain, the daughter of
Mr. Thonme (arbiter, died Tnureday
looming, at her home in Cadiz, of con-
sumption. She was tbout thirty years
of age and a most estimable lady. Her
husband died about three years ago.
Messrs. Galbreath and Heaton, Wed-
nesday afternoon, decided to have all
improumptu dance at Howe's hall.
Within three hours from the time,
eight couples were waltzing to the
sweet strains of an Italian harp.
It is ruinored that the celebrated race
horse, Lady De Jarnet, of Abdallah
Park, cyntisians, Ky., will enter and
contest for one of the prizes during the
meeting of the Driving Park Fair. Not
less than 150 horses will participate in
the races.
"Mr. GUS Ebling land wife," was
written in a bold band on the Lewis
House register Monday. Mr. Ebling
eloped to Clarksville Saturday night,
and was married. We failed to sayer-
tain the bride's name. They are from
Haley'. Mill.
Dr. J. T. Schmidt and family from
Woodland, Wis., arrived here Wednes-
day, and have taken up their residence
on the old Drury Boyd farm, on the
Canton Pike. They are wealthy and
respectable German people and we wel-
come them among us.
A grand moonlight dance came ell at
Emtuett Caudle's place at Newstead,
Friday night. Some of the bon ton of
Hopkinsville society left the city the
day before to be prepared to reach New-
stead in time to participate. The Italian
harpist furnished the music.
The long drouth was broken last Sat-
urday afternoon by a grateful rain
which came down quite steadily for
a couple of hours. Reports from the
county show that it was general. It
was not enough, but was nevertheless
a God-send for which a thirsty land
gives praise.
To the New ERA has been shown a
recently-patented revolver, the main fea-
ture of which is a concealed hammer en-
closed in a lock frame. A safety lever
In the frame has to be pressed before the
pistol can be tired,-and it is claimed that
an accident is practically impossible
with the new weapon.
A colored man, who subscribed ten
minutes before the New Ens drawing
last Monday, drew a sewing machine,
but one of our most estim ibis whits
lady subscribers who subscribed seven-
teen years before drew nothing. They
are both happy, however, and will stick
to the NEW ERA.
A young man of ability, but not of
much means, was talking about starting
a Republican paper in this city, nd was
telling a friend about it. "Yim can bor-
row fifty dollars and start a new paper,"
said the friend encouragingly. "You
darned fool!" replied the would-he jour-
nalist; "If I could borrow $50 what
would I want to start a paper for? I
want to start a paper so 1 can borrow
the fifty dollars."
Last Friday morning about 11 o'clock,
Timothy Bros.' wholesale and retail Dry
Goods and Clothing eetablishment, at
Nashville, was consumed by fire. The
cause of the dames was a gas jet In the
cellar. Of the $130,000 with al insur-
ance of $60,000, $40,000 was the clear
!ma. They will at once rebuild on the
burnt district. They are brothers of
Mr. C. S. Timothy, of the Arai of Metz
it Timothy, of this city.
Cards are out announcing the nup-
tials of Mr. J. N. Williams, a commer-
cial man or Louisville, to Miss M. Lula
Boone, of this county, which event will
be celebrated at the Russellville street
Baptist church in this city on next
Wednesday afternoor at 4 o'clock, Rev.
A. U. Boone ofliciatin:. The attendants
are Mr. Moore, of Parish, Tenn., and
Miss Willie Kennedy; L. W. Gaines
and Miss Sue Rossell.—Todd County
Progress.
Messrs. John S. Towns it G./. have
had the good fortune to secure the ser-
vices of Mr. Tom D. Artuieteati, for-
merly of the firm of J. R. Armistead it
Co., of Hopkinaville, Ky. As a chem-
ist and preseriptionist Mr. Armisteasl
excella the average druggist by a large
majority, having carried off the highest
honors from the Chicago College of
Pharmacy. Ile is a young man of high
moral standing, courteous and polite to
all, and as a druggist has no superior In
the State. Mr. Townes is to be con-
gratulated in securing such an assis-
tant, and we predict nothing but suc-
cess '..c• this enterprising firm.—Owens-
boro Inquirer.
The plank-walk on Virginia, between
Second and Fifth streets, is badly in
need of repairs. This walk has been in
bad condition now about two years.
It is reported that a certain young
gentleman of the local legal fraternity
will soon lead to the altar one of Ken-
tucky's fairest daughters. Cards will
float on the breezes tools
The grand pay have found true bills
against George Ann Green, Geo Clark,
Walter Weaver, Will Hunter and Mane-
field McClelland for various email vio-
lationa of the criniinal code.
Mr. Joe Settle has been appointed
Constable of the Longview district No.
4, instead of M. A. Garrott, constable.
elect, upon sail Garrott's failing to ex-
ecute bond as required by law.
There are several cases of scarlatina
in the city. The doctors say that this
disease is not contagious, but epidemic
and liable to spread over the city. The
cases reported are very mild but mark-
ed.
Capt. E. D. Spurr and Mr. Howard,
have 200 laborers busily engaged quar-
rying anti grading the Fairview road.
If not interferred with by rain four
miles of road will be completed tills
month.
A communication from a prominent
citizen calls attention to the fact that
South Ninth street has no pavenients
and that the side-walks are exceedingly
rough. The Council is urged to order
pavements in that locality.
The following names compose the tick-
et for the next City Council, selected by
an organized aseociation called "The Re-
form Club:" Mat Starling, E. B. Long,
Elijah Sebree, Jas. M. Ilowe, Chas. M.
Lathan), F. L. Ellis and Jarrett Haw-
kins
The grand Jury has returned the fol-
lowing indictments: Robt. and Leonard
Cooley, house-breaking and carrying
concealed weapons; Joe Barker, malic-
iously shooting another, and carrying
concealed weapons, and Will Terrel,
shooting.
Dr. Ellis, of Texas, was evidently
highly pleased with Hopkineville (luring
his sojourn here. His mysterious ex-
odus, and failure to cash a $36 board bill
with Mrs. R. I. Martin places a mild
construction on the appellation lie hug-
ged with so much dignity.
Mrs Rose Wilson Win/teal!, who was
advertised to deliver a free lecture, on
temperance, at the Christian Church,
Tuesday evening, did not put in her ap-
pearance. Mrs. Winstead did noble
work in this city, in demand for the ex-
termination of the liquor traffic.
The City Council would receive a vote
of thanks if they would order barrels of
lime to be moderately sprinkled along
the river banks from 1st. to 14th. streets.
It is absolutely necessary for the pre-
vention of disease that the malignant
condition of that unhealthy location re-
ceive some immediate attention from
the city aunhorities.
Mr. Thos. W. Long, of the Insurance
firm of Long, Garnett it Co., has sold to
Mr. Sam'I. (1. Buckner WS elegant home
on Walnut street, receiving therefor
$2,•50. We understand that Mr. Long
will move to Los Angelos, Cal. We re-
gret to lose so valuable and enterprising
a citizen.
Abe Crabtree was pardoned by Gov.
Knott, before the hatter's term expired,
on an indictment charging Crabtree
_
with bigamy. It has since beet, ascer-
tained that Crabtree was guiltless, he
having obtained a decree of divorce be-
fore donning the second matrimonial
yoke.
Willie Wallace and Alex Gant, two
colored juveniles whose propensities
vary from bad to worse according to
their ages 11 and 13 respectively, were
arrested Thursday charged with stealing
motley from Henrietta Buckner, who is
employed at Mr. Joe Gant'e residence.
The young criminals were lodged in jail
to await the action of the grand jury.
The long drought has ruined the crops,
anti a water famine is imminent, not on-
ly in the city but throughout the entire
county. In the city the dust lies heavi-
ly upon the earth. Day after day the
sun sends its punting rays upon the
parched farm; and fields. The corn
crop is almost, if not entirely destroyed.
Many wells and cisterns throughout the
city have run dry. The drinking water
is polluted and filled with poisonous
germs. The springs are exhausted, and
unites rain falls before many days, the
suffering to stock, crop and humanity
will be great.
Do not be persuaded by druggist or
other*
infallible.
Aaron Shreffier,
wife, feel like
Pe-ru-na
wail dug.
is good."
Willie I,. Curtis,
was brought from
cu-pl-a.
to try anythiag but Pe-ru-na, the
of Alma, Ill., and his
a new couple since taking
has been tried and never
-Hold flat to that
of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
death's door by La-
An itinerant scissors grinder is edging j The Assessor will cotnmence the
 du-1
ties of his other, to-day.
l:arker McCombs, the negro deaf
mote, has been indicted for wil:ful mur-
de
Mr. K, M. Ilanbery ilas gone to Crof-
ton to reside permanently.
'i'lw Noe jeweler, optician and wateli-
n18141oeir isiklti!ilv. 111): (Klisetirlit.:t property subject
to the O. V. tax will he liked this Fall.
l'he Assessor's deputies are H. C.
Brasher, N. B. Brown amid Jack lien-
bery.
Men are now at work whits-washing
the new fence,' around the Driving
Park.
Fon Ran i-..-.A good twoottory cottage,
Main Street. -Apply at this
Ekti. T. C. Thieley 'my* he ret•ently
measured 11 anake track whit•It was four
inches wide,
House end lot for pile, on earlier of
Main Streets. Apply to Jar.
C. Simmon
Miss !mitt Fullilose left the city Mon-
day, to take charge of a school at Mr.
R. F. Rives' near Cathy Station.
The injured cornice on the City Bank
hiss been repaired and the front of the
building is receiving a fresh coat of paint.
A thief stole $11 00 in silver from Mr.
Green Cliainplin's desk, at Hancock,
Frazer it Ragedale'a warehouse last
Saturday.
R B. McReynolds will sell his person-
al property at public sale on the 26th,
nine miles west of Hopkintville on the
Canton road.
grand jury returneo the papers
in the cases of Pig Green and George
Metcalf, colored, marked "examined and
dismissed."
R. L. Davis, from Hopkins county,
was here Wednesday making heavy pur-
chases of the Metcalfe Mailfg. Co., the
result of judicious advertising in the
NEW ER•.
'the river surrounding this city is in a
terribly bad condition. The water is so
low that fish and putritied carcasses lie
exposed un the dry banks. The water
stands in pools and has the most offen-
sive odor. Every aligt.t breeze stirs tip
the foul stench end seinit it thr 'ugh all
the retidences along the banks.
'Elie "short hair eras about to make
a rim touring the female devotees of
fashion in Hopkintville. The style of
wearing the hair now is "pumpa(lour."
Tile heir is thined out aud combed back,
told where the lathe') have broad, full
foreheads, an intellectual appearance is
supposed to be presented.
Eight shares of the Clarksville Street
Railway stock was sold Saturday for
$400. This is double their orginal val-
ue, or two for one. Since the construs-
tion of the street railroad two hundred
and twelve thousand people have paid
for rides oti it'. cars.—Clarkaville Tobac-
co Leaf.
Jno. B. Morrison't case, of resisting
an odicer, is tetfor the 17th day of-the
term. Mr. Morrison was one of the prin-
cipals in one of the moot sensational
tragedies ever eils.eteil in this county. It
was the hiding id' hit brother by sheriff
Boyd last spring. 'I' he sheriff was tried
and fully exonerntetl.
A ludicrous aceite traimpire 1 in tiont
of the post-odice Wednesday morning.
A crowd of young clerks ootigrugated
together and were eniosing ii pleasant
chat when the Sheriff got out on the
portico of the Court-hotiatt and began
calling over the names of the astonished,
moral young men. 'file rapidity in
which those innocents vacated the place
would have done credit to O'Leary, the
champion pedestrian.
Ike Parrish, the negro murderer of
Young Taylor has been indicted for mur-
der. So far, so goo 1; an I his trial set
for the Itith day of the pendirg term of
Circuit Court. It convicted, as te
doubtleist will be, the Bible law of
"an eye for eye and a tooth for a tooth"
should be applied to hits case. The "Jor-
dan Taylor" gallows invitingly sottish'
just north of the jail on the bank of the
river.
Mr. S. S. Merritt died at the residence
of his son, Geo. Merritt, in title city,
Tuesday afternoon between 6 and 7
o'clock. Ile was 50 years of age and
had for years been an honored citizen of
the county in the neighborhood of Ben-
nettotown. Ile was a prominent and
consistent member of the MethoiEst
church and for many years a class
leader. His remains were buried at the
family burying ground in the county.
A prominent physician urges that we
suggest to the City Council the advisa-
bility of providing eome IlielliS whereby
the presence of different contagious dis-
eases may be Indicated which would
in all probability prevent the spread of
such diseases. This would be a most
wise and commendable arrangement,
and we suggest the following plan : Let
the citizens use flags; for small-pox,
yellow flag; scarlet fever, red flag;
measles, green flag, and diptheria, blue
llsg.
'Elie grand jury ordered to be dis-
charged from the custody of the jailer,
Alex Grsnt, Willie Wallace, Henry
Western and Lewis Watkins, who were
under 16 years of age, anti too young for
the law to purdah. Sonia of the most
daring robberies ever perpretrated in
this city have been laid at the door
of these young theivet, yet there is no
law on the Statute books to punish
them. These children are doubtless
tutorel into crime by older heads and
are taught to know that the law can not
harm them It is only a matter of time
when the shot gun will be brought into
requisition. The only way out of this
difficulty I. for the Legislature to estab-
lish a House of Refuge or a House of
Correction. Some means of punishment
and reformation should be provided.
PREFERRED LOCALS
All orders for hats to be trinitued will
be especially attended to by Mrs R. I.
Martin, and none but first-class work
will be allowed to May a our store.
N. B. SII VER.
f51105
FREEC F QAIR
REVERY P4IR
11111iiPiYilfikt@S
alp
WARRANTEILSTIOES
(FOR/AD/ES OR M15.51.5)
thiletir AllS To GIVE ST,FC1lO
Oh h
i(NIGlijoilgORSHOES
- FOR MEN AND BOYS —
ARE SOLD UNDER SAME GUARANTEE
OUR AGENTS WILL REPLACE ANY
PAIR WHICH FAILS TO GIVE
SATISFACTORY WEAR.
FOR SALE BY M. LIPSTINE.
t
Mrs. R. I. M4rtin WIWI' her friend,'
to know that from Sept. let, aim can at
all times be found at N. B. SHYER'S
corner.
PREFERRED LOCALS,
Oh! Tell ge Where is Fancy
BREAD
 ,4111111
At J. B. Galbreath's
Of Course,
J. B. Galbreath & Co.
109 SOUTH MAIN.
Els C:cre lEt..emate
'2 front corner rooms suitable for offices
with front Mein street entrance, and
good ventilation allti every convenience,
up stairs. N. B. SHYER,
Cor. Main it 9th sta.
Ladies will consult their interest in
looking at the immense stock of wraps
wilt-hi are arriving daily at the corner
store of N. B. SHYER.
Blankets and sluiwboomplen under-
wear for men, ladies and cladren ar-
riving daily, also a complete stock of
nten's youtit'a, boys anti children'a
stilts in stock anti more Priming. Fur-
ilith ing goods and err. We are special
agents for the Bull Dog Breeches, every
pair warranted never to rip. Our cele-
brated $2.00 ladies kid and goat shoes
are the hest made. Try them.
N. B. SHYER.
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All summer goods in our etock will
front thlt date be unmercifully tlatight-
ered to make room for the itionense pur-
chases we are securing daily for early
till and winter. Our stock will not be
seennil this fall. Cloaks and Millinery
will be a special feature.
N. B. SHYER.
Millinery will be one of our special
features this fall. We will not be turned
down. Look sharp for our fall shapes
arriviug
N. B. SHYER,
FOR RENT.
A suburban dwelling on 7th St. near
city limits with all necessary out build-
ings and 21 acres of land. Will rent
it as a whole or rent the dwelling and
garden. Posteseion given on short no-
tice.
FOR RENT.
A lwelling on Campbell St. with 8
rooms goud neighborhood. l'rice 15
dollars per month.
FOR RENT.—A fratre dwelling near
Jessup Avenue. 3 rooms. Price 7 dol-
lars per. month.
FOR RENT.—On North Liberty a
dwelling with 4 rooms. Price 10 dol-
lars per. month.
No. 84%
A farm of 130 acres
good land 20 acres in
timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I., A. a: T. R. R. Im-
provements: Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, 60 acres ot
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and ___
long time on both. c. W. IIITCALI11, Pres% 13. W. IIIIITOALIZ, VleePrer't A . Hi cce, Secy. & Treas.
No. 7.
THE FOX PLACE.
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land.
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
essary out buildings.
In splendid repair.
Terms easy.
No. 76,
140 acres of land.
Half well set in clover.
All under good fence,
plenty of good timber, we have recently added trout factory .
5 room house, cistern, General Repair Department,
spring in every field, where we will do repairing of
will he at the terminus WAGONS, PLOWS,
of the pike on Lafay-
ette road. Price $20 per SHOEINC
acre. All cash.
General Founders and Machinists,
—Manufacturers of—
Mills audMill Mchillery,
Pulley abutting, Hata. OTIS
And Make a Specialty of Repairing En-
gines and Mill Machinery.
No. 73.
312 acres of land on
Little River between
Cox Mill and Palmyra
roads, a good dwelling
6 rooms, hall, pantry.
Barn to hold 25 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 25 head of
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
85 acres of timber.
Price $9,000, one-third
cash balance 1 & 2
years with interest.
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
Fire and Tornado insuratiee written in
flrat-claas Compavies, and prouipt at-
tention in case of foes.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with STATE COL
LEGE f KENTUCKY
We rent housea and collect retina, and 
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to EIGIITEEN PHOFEaSOKle AND iNaTist (Tow..
see us if you want anything in our line. Agricultural and Mechanical, seientific, Engineering, I Istasical. Normal School, Military
Tarim, t ommermal and Preparatory courses of Study.
County Appointees Received Free of Tuition. Nall Term begins SEPT Ill,
I557. For Catalogue and other iitformation address
JAMES K PATTERSON, Ph.D., Lexington, Ky
and such like. Our smiths and wood
workmen are
Mechanics of Ex-perfumes.
Our Iron Cistern Top
IfIthe most convenient, durable and cheap-
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
and use the beet of materials.
1•11..NIML
 
,C.1-4C) 9C•CO.  
LIPSTINE'S
Before You Buy Your
Dry Goods,Clothing,Hats
Boots, Shoes, Millinery,
1%Tcoticoximis faxicIAP-u.rialsidalaafg. Grococitis.
New, Fresh Goods of the Latest Styles are being received daily. They are offered very low and, I will not he
undersold by anybody, East, %Vest, North or South'. Call and convince yourself. No trouble to show goods, and I
am not ashamed to tell prices. Expecting Your patronage, I remain, yours truly,
XAMENEMIBirilla
N. B.—MRS. CARRIE HART wants the ladies to call and examine our latest and newest styles' in
Cloaks and Short Wraps,
for Ladies, Misses and Children, before they buy.
Don't Read This
If You do Not Wish to Save Money!
ONLY 20 DAYS.LONGER'Ao
Grand Mid-Summer Clearance Sale!
—In the meantime, we will give you some Immense Bargains—
In Laces, Embroideries, Lace Curtains and Netts, White Goods
AND SUMMER DRESS GOODS.
Read the Prices and call and be convinced of the facts.
Oriental Laces 6 and 8 inches wide at 10c. reduced from 25
and 30c,
Torchon Laces (all Linen) 5c to 161, worth from 10 to 30c.
Torchon Laces (machine made) 15 to 30c. pieces worth
from 25c. to 85c.
Fancy Colored Laces at unheard of prices to close:
New lot of Hamburg Embroideries at "squally prices."
Very pretty Colored Hamburgs, all colors and widths, at Sc
Oriental Houncirws, 40 to 60 inches wide at 50, 60 anti 75c.
Curtain Netts and Scrims 10 to 50c worth 20 to 75c.
Bed Spreads and Linen Table Covers, Lap robes, Towels,
Napkins and Red and White Table Linens, at fully 25 per
cent, reduction from former prices.
Albatross Cloth (all wool, 40 inches) pale tint at 40c.
An elegant line of Corsets from 25e, to 1.00.
1000 pairs of Ladies Fancy Cotton Hose 6/ worth 15c.
500 Ladies odd Collars at 5c worth from 10 to 20c.
Embroidery Silk, all colors, small spools, lc per spool
Our Remnant counter is filled with Bargains.
100 gross Pearl Buttons at 5c per doz. worth 10c.; and
great many other bargains to numerous to mention. Latt
but not least, is our
IMM=INTZ= STCCIC Ca"' C7-40=iiNTa-.
Which we have cut prices almost half in, order to make room for our stock of Fall Clothing and O
vercoats, which will con
tam n the choicest novelties of the season at reasonable figures. Therefore, before placing you
r orders or making purchase,
look through our Mammoth Store-rooms,
PR_A_IVICM1-1 cg SONS_
MAMMOTH DOUBLE STORE ROOMS, BEARD'S CORNER' "Old Reliable."We always Lead, Never Follow.
Carpets! Carpets!ii-
Velvets, Body Brussels, Tapestry Brussels—with borders to match. A good Brussels Carpet at 50 as. Full
stock of best Extra Super Carpets, Cotton Chains, etc. We have the best stock of Carpets and Oil-cloths ever spread
out in this city, with the lowest prices.
romtmss a-oope_
We have all the fabrics and colorings in the new and stylish goods for Spring and Summer wear. We can get
up a handsome dress of Any kind at the smallest possible cost. In LACE DRESS GOODS, especially, we have
something new, unique and very stylish.
Hamburg Edgings, Flouncings, Etc.,
all new pretty and cheap. A bran new line of Table Linens, Napkins Doilies, &c. Our SHOE DEPARTMENT is
full of good shoes of latest styles, and best makes at lowest prices.
Our business motto is "Good Goods at Lowest Prices." Call and see us.
J. D. RUSSELL.
N. TO BIN & co
3
0
3
00
Wrought Iron Fencing
in all designs,
WROUGHT IRON TOBAGO° SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are mann factors of the Aiserlea
Conibipatiop Fepce
/or I linstion, Todd andrfrigg counties
It it the best and,
CHEAPEST
Fence manotacturea. sea ass exam
melt
We manufacture all goods we sell sal
Guarantee Them Fully.
shall ic glad to quote prices nabs
estimate' on all wort in our line
Very Truly,
IclulloMnilluloriligEolilips
BETHEL COLLEGE,
RUSSELLVILLE KENTUCKY.
THIKTY-FOURT11 ANNI'AL SESSION BEGINS SEPTEkIBER I. 1517, AND CONTINUES
FORTY WEEKS.
AN ENDOWED PERMANENT INSTITUTION.
Ample Vacuity. 51% EN SCHOOLs of Instruction, Accessible, Healthful. the Animal death-
rate, in a populatiou if 2,100, being less than half that ,f our large cities. endolution Town, in
Prohibition County. Moral, intelligent and refined community. Board and Tuition, per term
of twenty weeks, 577.10.
'I' T7 ITIO 1•T R,
tin Sons of active Ministers and Students of the Miniely: Lieentiates of Baptist Churches have$40.00 each, per sesaion, from the "Enlow Enn4i," if sker*fe.1 . Key. J H Peay, 0 D., is Super-
intendent of the N. Long Boanling Hall, a "Student's Home
For Catalogues or informatiun toliftess •REV. W. S. RYLAND
Chairman of Faculty.
Or A. P. WILLIAMS. A. M. Representative in the Field.
-
 
CALLIS & CO.
Main street. 1'0st-office building.
I,
Merchant Mors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
Garner's-:-City-:-Pharmacy,
No 7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and most elegant edifices in the city,--r--
New and Complete in All Its Departments
U. R. (iarner. of the old firm °flitch & ltaraer, who for many years Id the leading drag trade is
Westeru Kentucky, having purchased Or. 01st,. lateresl, is itow sole proprietor of Lae sew bows. Il•
silli low all his experience and ability to Increase, if possible, the high reputation of the old firm for reel
dealing, competency and reit/LIAM:4 keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the best (plenty le all departments of the trade, at the loweexpetees. Drugs. Petals and
Oils iif every kind, lueluding E RWI NdWILLIAMS' CELEBRATED PAINTS. Patent ki tairart,
the hest aid most popular ID stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order In any quantity. A sure sad mere isrmetty. Brie-a-Brae, Novelties and Holiday
dootill a specialty.
Proscrolloils Carefully Compouded
—Al 5I1) 10.1r f iii,' Day Or Night. by—
r. C. C. Reim Pkimacy.
H. B. GARNER,
Successor to Gish it Gars
C.
CHESAPEAKE, Nilo
-AN la-
Southostorll R. R. Co.
eouthern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAs
- TO-
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
-Tit -_
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
- a ad Ail Po.nts
Arkansas and
MLA
Throneh Tickets ars sow on Selo. Cell on cie
B. F. MITCIIKLI„
wee' Pars. sad Ticket Ail, Low/midi* KJ.
TIME TABLE
--• ly FINE-
Owensboro & Nashville R. R. Co.
Wael. MixedDapart-Froin Owensboro 2:3U I' m • le • mArrive-Owensboro .  10:41 a In 6:10 p mDepart--Central City 
• •• 
it:SO a m 1:30 pm
 
 4:11 p m I :011 p m
a 1V1 vg- . ** 
 
 
4:1111 p us II:IS p ni
•• •• -   lit:.. a to 1:0111 p ni
Depart-lieseellvLUe.. 
 11:14 a ne 0:15 a in
11:1A p mArrive- “  
 
11:111pla 4:10 is m
" • edit a in.... ...Depart-Adairvill• 1:10 a mArrive- AdairirWe 0.11 p m
R W ELLS, 1.1en'l Man'er.Lenimmille. Ey.
W. M. MRWBOLD. Suet . Owensboro
GUS YOUNG,
--DEALER IN
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pistols, Fitting
Hunting Outfits !
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES!
Comet Stelopt, opp. Planters Sank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
Lumbago,
thentostiee.
Burnes
Scalds, •
anuses.
Banton&
Corns.
11:317FLETai
Scratches.
'Wein&
Strains,
Stitches.
Stiff Joan, !
Backache,
flats,
Sores,
/PaTin
Cracks.
Contracted
Iffasclat,
Empties.,
Nod AIL
Screw
Worms,
Swinney,
Saddle Gat*
hies.
THIS GOOD OLD STAND-RY
c...9imer Sur everybody sweetly what is claimf.,rit. (moot' Mier remons for the great popularity.
ths ituatang Liaison* is tome tons salvers%
applissaility. goindhody 'seeds ouch rot:Oldest
Tile Lumberman needs it In ease of accident.
Tito Oar alewife seeds it for general family me.
Tlie Casaller needs ft for kb teams and Mg men.
The Mode It always on hts work
benzh.
The Miner newts ft In ease of emergency.
Tile Pi eedslt-can't fret along without It.
The Farmer needs It In his house. his •tanile,
and eicise.cs yor
The Steamboat man or tbe Bun t man needs
It Ln Liberal &apply ad, sot and aialsore,
The Beree-fancier seeds It-it is his best
friend aed safest reliance.
The las eels -areower need. it-lt will wave inns
th....and. of dollar* and a world of trouble,
The Retiree/ mem noecia It and will ro-ed It so1•soS :LA his life is a round of acs-klentaar.d -141.gera
The ileckweedsese• needs it. There Is moth.
Mg like It as an antidote for the dangers to life,Ilmti and comfort which onreoned the pioneer.
The Merchant needs it about his store amonghis employees. acVidents will happen. and whenthews come the Mustang Liniment Le wanted t one,
Keels a Beetle In the Hesse. the haat of
enalloMy.
K eep a Bettie in the Factory. Ito Immo-dice
use la calm of accident saves pain and lows of
Keep a Bettis Alia•r• is the" -Oslo for
see wheal wasted.
Hughes! Tonic,
SIMI AND SATE REIVIDT FOR
0111S.v-m7M011
its•aluabie in the sleuth.
It Will Cure the Most Obstinate
Cases.
FOK SALE NY OBI GOIISTS11.
PREP•itall BY
R. A. ROBINSON CO,
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Vitiated
ficroftacus, Inherited and Contagious
Rumors Cured by Cnticura.
fo tt'..11 the lee.hiiiii ..1,,o‘ of otir hoof,reeeie.,1 through Mr T. W re% ,A 1.41 , I la•••41111•• 10,1 11.1111111.11 141111 )011/Cutleura Remedies, 3101 tro e this opportunityto teetify sou that their u.s. has per inainent•tg cured me of one of the w orst eases of bloodpotomIng. etimeeetion with ensipelas, Iever seer, and t begetter has ing helot prolen110-
est 'neurone to waits of the hest phyrielane inour country. I tale Rreat pleaeure in forward-ing 10 1011110S testtnionial. unsolicited as it isby iu order that other% ...Offering float 1111111.ilar vladies May be encourage.' to give yourLunettes Remedies 3 trial
P. s, WHILING ER. Leeehleurg„ 1'3 .Reference. Fe %As 't. s A, .%pol-1*.4
SEMOIll. LC ERIN.
Janie., E. Richards. Custom NewOrleans, tis oath says: *la .14:0 Serefidous
Arose out v a my body Until I wiwa
of cores ellen. ery t Mug Snow n to the med-ical faculty WS* tibl In vans. because a
nivve ure.d... At time. could not lift my limitiato my head. could not turn itt bed; Win, Incon-
stant pain, and looked upon life /14 a I tarot.Norther or enre in ten years. In IWO heard
of We Cutteura Remedies, used them, and waitperfectly cured."
hworu to before I% 8. Com. J D. CRAWFORD.
05113 OF THE WOKS'S' CASES.
We have been 'wiling your c uncurls Reuse-die4 for years, awl have the dret complaint yetto receive fioui a purchaser. One of the worst
eased of Scrofula I ei •tr data waa cureil by the
use ..f the bottles of I 'talcum Reeoleent. .11 1.
eura and SolOIMA soap The soap takes the
"cake" here as a medical soap.
TAILOR & TAY L4 in, Druggist,.
Frankfort, Han.
5C1110FIVLOWN• INHEMIITED.
And Contsetow HuMonc. Itil hoes of Hair,pad uptions of the skin, are iewitively cured
ey Comore and ctiocera Soap externally, andtunnies keyieut, w hea all other medicine.'fail. send f Pamphlet
Ciatieura Remedies are isdi ever. where.
Pnee Caticura, the (-treat tibia ere, 5.1 etc ;
cntieura Soap. an Es'inhate Reentitler. 13 51101 ;Caliente Ites.ol Sent. the New Blood Purifier.SIAM Ports* 1)at AS:11CHaltli-st to , Roe-loll.
HOW MY BACK ACHES!
3,1 it t -Semmes... Lamenes., Strain- 3,,,f
relieved lee some minute bythe Cattlemen Anil-Pate Plas•
ter. infallible,
-
ADFIELD'S
Frau
REGilLAT
WOMAtisaIrSOREASES
--st7C11 al-
The a Latta eaggressied T44.44rods4,
&L--- rotas* IlaIoanty and 
 
MENSTRUATION orONTHLY SICKNESS.
If taken derfng the ellaN0/1 OF LIFB, grasssafreang and danger orW tie avoided. Wised for
ensue " itain•ez r0 Woman," mailed free.
laasomma Haemswe Co.. Athol& GS
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
7•'.1aes Celebrated.
Du% Stool Bider,
The Strongest,
The Simpleat,
The Lightest Draft,
The Simplest Knotter, to
'Ilie Moot Dunsble.Sore nf them sobl than any other Binder in
the State of Kentucky.
THE CELEBRATED
DEERING MOWERS
Have no INUILLI.
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
We have a full stork on hand of all sixes. Wewarrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-tion or refund the money. Buy your wagonsat home where the warrantee is good.
Fine Carriages and Buggies.
We now have the moot complete stock ofStailles,_caretages, Springy W agouti, An., in
wenn the COLLYI OWN BUGGYand lee Carnagee They are to be relied onas Arn-elass goods
Belting of all Sizes.
We can supply all thresher mes „at lowprices. We wiah to call special attention tothe fact that we keep the largest stock on thismarket.
Separators 86 Engines.
We represent full line nf the leading Sep-&raters and Revues. Straw-Stackers and allother Threshing iziocide.
Se sow have la our employ as (cowman ofOut wagon alp! rnaelalsedepartment, str. W.Gardiner, of Harrodsburg, Hy. He thoroughlyunderstands repairing all kinds of Machinery
and wagons. &c. We wieh call attentionthat our factlitiee are such that we can retool'year separators better and for leas money thanany body elm. Send them in early so wed cando the wort before liar vert,
Homestead Tobacco Grower.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed,Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Our stock is complete in all departments.Prices can be relied on as being low.
FOIN 
IE3130•II713301a
Female College
Hupkinsville, Ky.
The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, AU-GUST II, NO. An experienced faculty, thor-ough,instruetton and terms as heretofore. Torother information call on or address
J. 111,. KURT.
Hopkinerville Re
EVaNCIFILLII fa CanwilLirolg DAILY PACK!!
Tke Liget Draught Steamer
etle, IsT 3C Sir I leT
„J. B. TH0111'84.'8 Manager
"Rl'. NASH Clerk.
1/111 leave Rvansville f Cannelton dailyexcept Sunday, at o'clock, a m„ making sureeimaeoliear with tee 0., IL. AN. B. R.
Returning, lea. es Cannelton daily at Ole pm., thiaday excepted, anti Owensboro at 9 p.
- TIM/ 0AM 
Leaves Evansville Pa. m. sharpLew's' Owensboro 4 p. m. sharp
Farars for round trip On Sunday, Mit Dot
reap° for sinree purchned by the steward.
BY REM SMvrlitt • •gents .
 SHOWcneALAASES
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable
Ninth St., Near Dnpot,
KerthiCkY. DESKSa • •Our teams and vehicles are as good sassy et
ci" ('°°""lientlY lera3ed and ample ae- OFFICE& till F1111TUIE & FRIULI&commedatlons. Mave • roomy buggy shelterfor our customers. 
Ask for Illustrated Pamphlet.
"deVaZgrZ;;;;..`"ges TERRY SHOW CASE CO., lasluille,Tene.
Flret
The Ceysters of Iceland.13lood Iceland, rhos an account of the geyser,The Rev. 3Ir. Metcalfe, in liaboo'e.
of that country, and mills an exphmation
of their occurience which is meetly of
notice. Ile pechol his tea within
twenty anis of the great geyser, loit de
that was only bubbling nee
without 101 exploeion to semi column
of witter he temovel to a stea::er spring
saned the Strukr
••tio we proceed,'' says he, • 'to this
spraig wheel ia :00 paces south of the
great gep.er, and, although it has no
cone, but rises from the dot, is the more
picturesetie of the two. Forthwith we
collect emelt:es of turf and stones. and
throw then) into the Strukr'a pipe; eut
rothing reetne,! to move tem. The watersbelow grunted and snarled like a baitedbadger. but were not to be drawn.
•• •In the sulks,' said I, laughingly, as
I stood with my back to the orifice.
" 'Here he conies!' shrieked one of the
party. as I heard a hiss like a tteket dis-
enenefing iteelf from its stick. 'Rush for
your life!' and rush I did; but, my foot
catching, down I fell.
•• •Boiled alive," was my instantaneous
thought. •The seething waters will de-
scend and overwhelm me.' And ao they
would have done had not the wind been
from my side of the spout, and carried
the waters in the other direction.
"What a sight! A column of turbid
water. never ending. still beginning, darts
into the air at least one hundred feet,
bearing along with it all the unwhole-
some food with which we had been load-
ing the creature's maw.
••The physical reason for the discharge,
which is a feature common to several of
the Icelandic hot springs. is pretty well
understood. The pipe, which is forty-
eigth feet deep. diminishes from six feet.
its breadth at the top. to eleven inches at
the bottom. The injected mass of stones
and other material acts like the abutting
of a safety valve; the steam has not a
proper vent; it collects rapidly in the
sule..rratican chainis.rs that arch over
the fountains of the great devp until thee
are charged to bursting. and suddenly
driving lock the continually encroaching
waters, they lift off the obotruction, and
rush iuto mid air with tho velocity of a
missile from the cliamler of an Arm-
strong gun. and are often illumined. as
on the present occasion, by a beautiful
-And where does all the water come
from? That, too, is easy of explanation.
It is the drainage of the hills around.
which, meeting heattel surfacai, gets te
the belling point. and explodes when it
has a chance."-Youth's Companion.
Evergreens end Consumption.
At a moeting of the American Clima-
tological association. held in Baltimore,
Dr. Lames. of New York, rerui a paper
on evergreen forests as a therapeutic
agent in pulmonary plithieis, in which
he said that it had long been known that
similar cliniates. as determined by goo-
graphical and meteorological conditions,
have different therepetitio effects. It is
becomieg more appareut that there is
some relation between the development
of organisms and atmospheric conditions.
Cold and high altitudes -render tho air
aseptic: but the degree of cold and the
height required are so great, that clin-ically it is not possible to derive much
benefit from this fact. The effect of a
purely aseptic air upon ulcerative pre-
eases is not so great aa the effect of an
atmosphere which is aseptic on account
ef the presence of antiseptic agents. The
belief in the good effects of pine forestsin cases of phthisis is quite unanimous,
and the clinical evidence' in favor a
their beneficial influence is unqueetioned,The atmosphere in such regions is not
only aseptic, but also antiseptic. Such
an atmosphere contains considerable tur-
pentine vapor, and we should therefore
expect it to contain a certain amount of
peroxide of hydrogen.
Tile majority of cases of phthisis die,
not directly from the lesions in the lung,
nut from the secondary septiceemia and
pytenna which are set up. It is in-posse-ble to apply to the ulcerations within the
lung the antiseptic washing ane dressing
that is employed in external lesionst but,if an antiseptic atmosphere can be ob.
tained. we may hope to counteract the
secondary poieoning. Such an atmos-
phere will not destroy the bacilli, but it
will accomplish much in the way of ar-
resting the suppurative process. The at-
mosphere in the region of evergreen for-
ests acts in a manner similar to the anti-
septic agents which are successfully used
to arrest suppurative processes in other
'CMS of the body; and, in all probe-
flits-, the active agent is peroxide of
hydrogen resulting from the oxidative of
the turpentine vapore-Scienee.
The Malden Amirante Cempaay.
In Denmark there is a sockey known
as the Maiden Assurance company; its
aim is to provide for Isdies of well to dofamilies. It shelters and cares for them,
and furnishes them with "pin money."
Its methods are thus described; The
nobleman-for the association is peculi-
arly fur this class-as soon as a female
chili! is born, enrolls her Lime in a cer-
tain association of noble families and
pays a certain sum, and thereafter a
fixed annual amount to the society.
When she has reached the age of, we be-
lieve, 21 she becomes entitled to a fixed
income, and to a suite of apartments) in a
large building of the association, with
gardens and park about it, inhabited by
other young or older noble ladies who
have in hke manner, become members.
If her father should die in her youth.
and she should desire it, she has shelter
in this building and, at a time fixed, her
income. When she dies or marries all
this right to income lapses, and the
money paid in swells the eedowment of
the association. father may pay for
twenty years and then her marriage cuts
off all advantage of the insurance. But
this very chance must enable the com-
pany Lc charge lower annual pretniams
and make the burden Ags on the father
insuring. He has, ftny rate, the
pleasant feeling that his small annual
payments are insuring his daughter's
future and giving her a comfortable
home and income after he is gone. It is
obvious that the chances for marriage
, among a given number of women can be
calculated as cloeely as those of death.
The plan has yolked well for generationsin Copenhagen.-liome Jorunal.
It is estimated that half the male popu-
lation throughout Christendom use to-
bacco.
I Told You So.
Mr. E. A. Ireland, of Breen, Phillipsit Co.. Nashville, Tenn., says: "I was
afflicted with Piles for twenty years, and
I tried every remedy offered me; finally
usied the Ethiopian l'ile Ointment. It
gave me instant relief, and has effected
a permanent cure." Sold by all dreg-
gists.
.0.1111/1.•  
A lot of Bourhon-county cattle, ntim-
tiering 222, awl averaging nearly two
thousand pounds, will be sent to Eng-
land for exhibitionein the Fat Cattle
Show, which takes plate in London,
December 15. They were purchuted
front Mr. James E. Clay for M. flold-
smith, of New York.
BLOOD POISON,
Three years ago I contracted bhsei ign•on,
applual to a phymieian at one., emit his treatment
••/041.• near killing me employed an old phyoi-elan and then went to Ky I ellen went to flotSprings and remained two months, but nothingAeemed to cure me permanently, although :min-porary relief was given me My conditiongrew denperate awl I applied to a note.] quack,but I did not improve. I then used a prepera-non which Was prewribed "gratis," but it con-t aintol too 1401,11 alcohol anal aggravate,t my suf -ferings. I then placed myself under thot treat-ment of • noted Nashville physician and for •time Wan benefited. but by fall I returned homea ruined man physically and financially, withbut little prospect. of ever getting *ell, Mymoney beingexhausted. 'WI not know what todo. In May, Ns.% my mother peranadel me toget a bottle of B. II. B. (made in Atlanta, end Idid 110 to gratify her, but to my titter aatonishment I had not finished the first bottle beforeevery ulcer hail heen healed.
To the present tone f have used five bottlesand have reeeived more benefit than from allthe rest cot:atoned; and I am satisfied that B. B.B. m the most wonderful Hood purifier ever be-fore known, and 1 urge all afflicted young mento try one single bottle and be oonvineed. Ican truly say I think tt the best medicine in theworld. Z. T. IfaLILKUTUNI.Macon, Ga., May 1, 11016.
VERY NERVOUS.
For many years I have been afflicted withRheuntatiam combined with some KidneyTroublew Indigestion'finally addled to my mis-ery and soon became feeble and very nervousand my whole system was prostrated. Severalphyterians were employed and numeroes pat-ent medicines resorted to without hence t, Af-ter seeing so many testimonials extolling thewonderful merit of B. II B. commenced iteuse and the effect was like magic.. Rheumaticpains ceased. my kidneys were relieved and
any vonstatution improved at onee and I cheer-fully reccomrnend it to others who may be min-dory afflicted • Muss S Tom LI 'otos/.Atlanta, Oa., May I, NO.
TO THE PUBLIC.
LAciti.orre. N.C. April II, PeelAfter nsicg B. II. B. I unhesitatingly statethat it did more plod for my Kidney Complaintthan all other remediee combined. Its action isspeedy and I cheerfully recemmend it for Kid-
n•iy Derangements T. IL CALL•11•N.
All who desire fill information about the
and r1114. of Blood Poison.. Scrofula andSerofulnue swellings, lacers. sores. Rheuma-tism. K idney I pl ainta, Catarrh, etc., can se-cure Isy male free, a copy of our 32-page Moo-trated Rook of Wondere. f1111451 with the most
wonderful and startling proof ever beforeknown. Address, BLOOD BALM (;0.,
Atlaata, us.
Eer'reSIA09021e9CG.
C
titorioa, Kr., el, n't 5, 11047.
Mrs. 1.111110 E1110 C0111111011 11114 Wi'l-k
Willi 1111111110 lever.
Witelt Sherrill hits sold Ills !arm nearhere to Metellain Davis,
The youtig folks litre lino an rue') a.bie at Howling's Hail last eight.
Tee walk along It iiiroa 1 • t reet Is be-ing taken iip el1.1 neutered this %seek.
.1. A. R. Johnomei, Irmo pour city,
Cully down tiellay lu see he daughter.
Mrs. Agnes Britisher, from Castlebury,is spending this week, here, with rela-
tiv;fvse. r one thole/eel dollars worth ofpension voticheiti have Leen executed
here for quarterly payment,
W. II. Dulin, after apetaling several(Jaye With relatives at White Plains, returned hotue Tuesday ot this week.
Our town has tin epidemic just time ofbad colds. I say bee colds because everyis tee woret the victim has ever
'rile personal property of the estate of
Young lewd its ativertlsee for tode tieSaturday 24th hiat., by George E. Boyd,Administrator.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Bill Long went to Hop.kite county last Friday t1/ Vieit relatives.We .11.1 not know Bill hail so many good
clothea before.
JOSII Blamer, while having a vicious
mule shod here Tuesday, was struck by
the fore foot ot the minima on lite jact ,
cutting hini to the jaw bone, indicting apniette wound.
Rev-Joel whe has been pas-
tor of the Baptist church here for threeyears, having resigned his charge,preached his farewell sermon to-day. Ilearn Ma place will be supplied by Rev.
A. C. Dorris.
Mrs. Joe P. Bouriand, ho has been
spending several weeks. ith her !Uta-hans! at Nashville hospital, rettirwelhome yesterday. She reports Mr. Boor-lend as being improved strength, butfears no improvement lit the disease.
Mes. Jesse Cannon, who has been
spending smile time here vt ith her fath-
er's family, left to-day via St. Louis, tojohi her huaband at Little IS.x.k, Ark ,is-here they will make their home fie
the present. May they be prthipereas
awl happy in their new home.
Miss Mettle Johnson, from your city,has taken charge Of the musical depart-
Meet of Crofton Academy and hie allinteresting class. Johmeni is an
aecomplislied inualcian and those de-
siring to cultivate al musical elevation
ought to avail themselves of this Ike
opportunity.
Mrs..leff Brasher and little girl were
attacked by a seivege dog belonging otitile place last Friday Mrs. B receivedbut alight Injuries, but the flesh of the
little one was badly lacerated severalplaces by the 'brute. The enraged curbr011gia CO tonna when Tem
ford seta a load of buck Shut eras 1 eig
through its brain.
A young man undertook to Illustrate
to Reuther gentleman iti one Of Ottf
stores the other day the operation of a
lightning rat trap. After properly ad•jesting it, tile thing went off rather pre-
maturely and took In the young man'sfinger the same as It would have done
a meddlesome -rodent. The result was
aatiafactory to ope pi the gentlemen,but the other young man will teke a
stick next time.
Considerable excitement awl vonster-
nation was caused in the Meceilunia
neighborhood last Friday by a young
man discoveritig a wild man or a badlunatic running at break-neck speed
through the woods. The matter coming
to the iatention of an officer here he
summoned a posse of brave men to ac-
company hint on a tour of investigation.
With the thought that they West-sow
have a terrible adventure, end with a
man a Long to Derr-out/4 the dead ii4f-
eieis his march. The party were armed
with Sharp's rifles of the moat improved
pattern, and a battery ot howita-ra
were limbered up to be ready to move
to tile scene of action in case reinfoice-
ments were necessary. After ati unsuc-
cessful vexations search, the love of ad-
venture deserted this war-like party and
turning West they caine home. Every-
thing ia quiet on the Potomac so far ashears! from. C. A. B.
*Ore Notes.
Enema, Kr., Sept. 13. 1h57.
Editor Ms Ens.
0. 8. Parker left here to-day for your
city.
G. B. Croft Co , have completed
their store-room.
A. le Marshall left here to-day for
Nashville, Tenn.
Master Willie Croft has been quite illbut is recovering.
E. W. Davis returned from U111011
county yeaterilay.
James Golilaworthie Sr., spent Satur-day evening at Mannington.
'f. D. Roberts, of this lease, was In
Earlington, on busineesi, last Saturday.
Jas. Goldsworthy, Jr., of this place,
was in St. Charles, yeiteniset, on busi-
ness.
Mrs. J. C. Cansler, of this place, is
visiting relatives near Crofton, this
week.
The family of A. Campbell, of this
place, is vieitirg Mrs. Victoria Croft,
this eerie
I regret to announce that Else Wide
Teitgen, Who lia. been confined to her
rootn for suine time, Id not recovering.
Esq. G. W. Armstrong will complete
his feed still livery stable this week it
the teamsters stuccoed In prodiwing Ital.
ance of /umber. Esq. A- has also just
received a fine buggy from your town.
A young man Usher near here, after
a two days nimble ever the rouelest
hills North Christian in search of his
horse to go to a inemlight picelW, was
much pleased to hear his horse had not
yet been out of the [tenure puiture.
Mr. Langford, of Crabtree Mines, has
moved to thia place. A. K. W.
Casky Fisi-bar Joists.
Cuter Kir., Sept. 13, 1887.
Editor NeW Era:
Mrs. C. M. Day, of Guthrie, was en-
tertained.by Mrs. J. G. Kendall, Sun-day.
Rev. W. L. Casky, tilled Rev. Lee
eetaite'a appointment at Pleasant Grove,Sunday.
After a visit of several weeks to
friends in North Christian, 3Ir. P. IV.
Brasher returnee home Monday.
Mies Sallie 'fuck, who has been visi-
ting Miss Mary 1Vartield, left for Guth-
rie, Saturday.
A bevy of pretty school mums came
out-to Casey on Capt, Morgan's train
Monday to assume their duties.
Jno. C. leetley has been eonfined tohis room for a week prat with chills,but he is now recovering.
Garland eigisenberry, of Sacramento,
Ky„ formerly a citizen of this piece,
spent several clays with his ester, M ra.
N. T. Wiesen', lest week.
Jellied A. Radford and wife, are now
citizens of Sletuphic Jini has accepted
a prominent and lucrative postale')
there with a large cotton couipany.
Mies Carrie Murree of Garrettaburg
and Mrs. E. B. Faxon, of Clarksville,
are guests of Mrs. J. R. Witeree, at
"Witeatiands."
While some hands were cleaning out
Mr. lienry's ice house huit week, they
undertooa to smoke out a bumble bee'.
nest in the wall, but succeeded in firing
and burning the entire building.
It Is currently reported that Dr. P. S.
Anderson will leave in a few weeks to
take charge of an extensive and lucra-
tive practice In a Western city. While
regretting to lose such a good citisen,
the beet wishes of ids many friends are
extended him.
Rev. J. J. Porter, the Evangelist, ar-
rived Friday morning, and will &Nest
Dr. Kendall in hie revival at Locust
Grove.
Stock water In thus district la probably
more scarce than for a century past.
The whole neighborhood with a few ex-
ceptions, depend@ upon John Boxley's
pond and the river.
MID Clayton Diem and Miss Fulli-
love, from HopkinsvIlle, came out Mon-day- all governesses to the eleldren of G.
W. Winfree and R. F. Rives, respect-ive11.1),•;
corn and tobacco crops will prob-
ably be cut and stored this fall at least a
atone' earlier titan Corn is as
thoroughly dry now as it generally is in
October.
A strange animal, frotn the descript-
ion given by sonic negroea who saw itfeeding upon a hog it had just killed-
probably a hyena which escaped from
some menagerie rosining among the
woodui and fields near "the mountain"
east of this place.
OLD IIANNICSSe Y.
Fires at Henderson.
sapt, 12-Dialog the p•istfew weeks nisless titan seven tires wive
teetered tin the farm tol F. Italie,
Beer Hoe city, olestio) ing in ail *Men$20 ono eerie popercy. 11 nips olooll
filel si liweneisry listiiiis as at eerie
 401 .5 loping guilt I waskept sin thy NIA eight. Ahemtee %rote shille a %einem. hire withits colltelitsi, %girth $7,000 _Was bur-Orli,
and fro gorilla) hayeutecka'atilfed be tiredill tine part .if Llie field II the glierliWits th ty,110011, a iwgrui named George 141011, 01110lived tie the Dole oiree was even Its setfire a hey- e owl rem The weirdopureiso 'and equeired the !lend, hilthile being questioned helore Mr. Peerhe broke loose one vane' tear makinghis. escape A guard 51 11 het sebitek,hoisever, took lie the clines, tied atter
shooing the near,' in tlit back with aMae of ble-kohet, anti 411111
With the hint-etiel is goo dusilviseeured The tire timid was hurriedto jail in a wagon amid threat* ot lynch-ing. There is little doubt that the pris-
olierwould have been ly ticked last night,
Iliad it not been for the fact that lie war
expected to implicate others the
crime+. S,•ott had tiet lweii suspectedby kir Dade, who had sigually employ-
ed iiiin as sine of the glutei,. tor time,
and no relation Call be Kedges...1 for theilevillob work other than that the negrois he probetee tool of others.
.rekeepers and Gaugers to be Fired.
Owensboro MOKO55 tiger.
There Is a rule in the liftertial Rev-
enue Burette that tee wore titan tell per
cent. more Heti the number of men
rs apored serviee shall be re-
fu▪ elled mid an order has recently lireti(1) rolitwpirs exiling their Keen-
Doe 10 this INCL. The Waning
iti this iseinty mei the soisiwie
situ. of others threlighout the districtfor peried t 'seise months by agree-
ment molting diatithrs, has reduced the
number of stereki epees still tang- rs
vs ry considerably, Wittily more thanhall the turner usual number havingbeen assigned to duty oe Sept. 1st.There &sweetie will have to be mule atotiose este-eat, enteral inference is thatthore ho *ere left off at. the last as-
eig,itlielit will Wave to ge-all hilt 10 per
eseit. et the number mites en duty. Whothey will be is not yet knew'', hilt 4'4.1-levier Wood %sill doubtless make lip thelist in a few days.
weees----.
Look at Some of the Frills.
troy Press.
A tree is judgeil by the frnits.is the uoivereml rule of judgment. It
ennaider Repellent) orgauization ofthis State Ms tree, and jfi lg.. it by itsfruits, the jibigtnent cannot fail to be
agehist that shriveltil &roe th. It mayWAVY hesn comely and promising in itsyouth. btu seine mange iothiefice hasgreeted into it a Sep that produces eviltroth. olowle late t ears' in
-miens or theRepublicanism Its the Plates, the Cre-
wels, the Biglins, the Hustedo and theEra his and other', have been eXhibLedat the great fair held iti newspaper col-Utiing. Other frelbs have been exhibi-ted to public gaze and then pia on thehigh alielves. The course of evente
suggeats that it would be ere to takedown a few of these specimens again.
Whiskey Statistics.
Washington, Sept. 13.-The report on
condition of the distilleries or the cometry, het prepared at Die Treasury,6110W6 nti increase of 44,743 gallons Inthe daily ',reducing capacity in thepast menet. The tote! daily production
of spirits Is 204.43 gallons. The -tette
at Ulla time last year was 158,744 gal-lons per day. Illinois 'Wenn; to be stela&ily increasing her whisky producingMistiness, the number of distilleries hav-ing inereased lti per vela. III the pas/
year and the production iticreaRed 45per i•ent. In Kentucky there is a slightfalling off In the number et illatilleries,but an incretute of 20 per t•ent, in pro-duction In Ohio there is a (let:reuse inthe nnmber distilleriea and in the
manufacture. In Indiana there is a de-
crease of 50 per eine In the number ofdistilleries awl production in the pastyear.
-m
Tariff Reform Needed.
Hudson Reghter
The demand for some redlictitin of thetariff is irresistible and rapidly growing.
The accumulation of the surplus forcesthe matter epee all mell's attention.There must be a reduction of taxation,
and popular aentiment Is rightly op-
weed to the plan of makitug whisky and
tobacco free while maintaining the taxes
on all articeeti of universal use. If the
manufacturers stale! still, and, 'milked
of helping to direct the inevitable
change, IUMUIlle an attitude of tnere ob-
eruption, they may for • titne pootponetariff reform: but iti the end it will
eOnce, and Conte tinder the direction of
men Indispesed to vonaider the Inter-
mita of those who might have guide.' the
reform, but who tee's.. Murat' to settheneelver solidly against it.
Horse aid Sheep Disease in Canada.
8/011NOTON, Sept. 12.-The UnitedStates Consul at Picteo, N. S ,
transmitted to the Steel Department the
Information that a dangerous and con-
tagious disease exists' among horses and
sheep in Nova Scotia, and threatena tht
whet.- of Canada and may spread through
the United States. The Wafter has been
Mertes! to theCuitimissioner of Agricul-
ture.
The Dudes know it.
or if they dote t they should kiiow thatitatigum Root Liniment cured Big Headin mules ter W. E. Hunt, of Atlainiville,
Ky J. li Mellory, of e'uirt's Station,
T , cured his hogs of blind staggers
with it. In feet thia King of Liniments,
valuable tor man and beast, and no
tamily dlintild be without it. Sold by
All Druggists.
Kentucky Soldiers' Reunion.
C•MPHIELlate ILLS. K Y., Sept. 12.-The
ourvivors of the Thirteenth KentuckyInfantry will hold a reunion here onFriday, September e3. Old ex-soldiers
are invited anti will, he enteruained by
the hospitable ocehrades here. Good
speakers will be present and a picnicgiven, The bills announce there will be
"hardtack, coffee anti old Ned."
icm'Poisco""
CURES ALI. 111131011f3,
from ft els11011, 11 Blotch, or Err; 1011,to the worst Se rola la. Salt-1 ..en ni,
"Fever . sores," scaly or Rough11101111, in Wort, all dlseatios caused by Ineltsiotal are witiquered by this powerful, pun-fling. and invigorating medicine. GreatEating Vicars tiipully heal its be-nign 111111.10110/1. Faiesbilly has it manifestedits isdency Iti euring Teller. Bose Hash,
Bolls, Carbuncles., Sore Ey es, Se ro I-
r
ol los ni tie Soeirarassen,ndwhisssi;;Illsitzw,eligalt:
Gcsalutrdes., or t; niilildiaii,:inuil.sarbg,reda
large invitee, with colored ph.t. s, on SkinInsettsce. Of tho same tonsiiint. for Deans°on Serofulous If...Ilona,
"THE BLOOD IN THE !LIFE."
reortaigh%elshisse it 111.11111 ier• Pierre'sGolden edleal Disrover)ould goodd Ige•tlott, Val r I it, buoyant eplr-Die, and •Iltal strength, will be avtabltslwd.
CONSUMPTION
,111 literottela of the Lungs, is ar-neted ale cued by lino remedy. if be-fore the last 114.14014 Of 111.. 411/4eMie tire reselied,leroin Its marvelous is is. er over tido ti
:Mat disease, when firm offering this nowcelebrated monody to the public, lir. l'ixt«*1:thought *semen- of calling It his "Cone
eneeeption Core," but abandoned thatname se too limited for a medicine which.from its wonderful combliunion of tonle, orstrengthenieg, alterative, or blood-ciennsIng,snti-tdanua. peetoracl, and nutritive proper-ties, is uossinalist, Ind only no a rions•ly for00na ption, but for all throttle Dle•esubes of the
Liver, Blood, and Lungs.
If you feel dull. drowsy, debilitated. havesallow oolor of skin. or yellowish-brown 1100111011 time or body, Inaitient bilidache Of climbMIK bed taste in ))))) uth, Internal heat orchills, alternating with led nimbi*, low tipirltsand gloomy forelestitige, Irregular appetite,
mid coated tongiic, you /111. suffering fromIndigestion, Dyspepsia, and TorpidLiver, tsr ••BIllouiniess.” In Homyowes Only part of theme symissons are (-Ape-
reales-4. An a retiserlv lair nil tintqaDr. Pierce's lioldeti Medical Dia.co ver y la anaurputiaol.
'For %Yeah 'lilies_ SplitIng ofBlood, Shortie of Breath. 'Iron.
chill., Asthma., eevere Cough'', andkindred affections, it is an eltieli tat !coolly.Ss11•11 Davi:mem nt $1.1110, or SSWBOTTLES tor 415.0 .5,nd ten e,•fits Manure for Dr. Pierce'sbook on 0,mm/option. Addritas.World's& ot•oettsory Medical Assn.elation, lei:; alain striate, Iturroi.o. N. Y.
$500 REWARD
off..red by the proprietor,of Dr. Kage'a Catarrh Remedytor a case of entarrli whichtluy yore. If poihave e diticharge lean themime, offetudre or otht.rwise. partial lisestwite, or bearing. weak Ole. 'lull Peonjar preesure in bead. T011'have Catarrh. Thou-sand' of emelt terminate in etormitteption.Dr. filage'• HRH MCMY.I1Y come t he won'tCOWS Of 4rataern,_•scold in the Head,"
mad GAtagyligi goodaciso. be cents.
Boils and Their Treatment.
That which in every day talk is celleda boil, *onetime.' "bile" or "bee," tech.filed writers cull a fur envie. Tide wordisi of Isitin derivation, the ()rightist mettletying a petty thii•f, mill in view 11f 111nfl1A-1 111111 few trifles Can 11S1 (4'mM:illy eh
)1;111.nianal7ofor the trouble in triestion, which is a cir-
ctunscribed inflammation occurring in
the akin and tissues immediately there-
entice
Boils, like death, claim all seasons fortheir own. and may come seugly or in
eroups. The coincidence of boils andgeneral systematic diseases is common.When or however boils appear the victimghoul.' regard them much the same as a
relined man regents a danger signal and
call a halt. Inquiry into the emulation of
a furunculous patient will, as a rule, re-
veal two facts--a vitiated condition of
the blood and local vielence, frequentlyin the way of chafing by close fitting
neckwear or other clothing.
What has just been said makes it toler-
ably clear what these suffering fromboils want te do. All sources of localirritation should be removed and tonics,
good food, rest, change of air, etc.,
made use of. IIeat and moisture are
remedies the local use of which is very
useful. A small bag of thin, old musliedoes well to hold the time honored poul-
tice with which it is well to incorporate •
tablespoonful of lard or some other
unctuous substatese.
The simplest and hest local applicationfer lesils is the pouring thereon of water
as hot as can be borne. This gives much
relief and no doubt hastens tho forma-
tion of pus in the boil, an event whose
uccurrence is signalized by the cessation
of the throbbing pain so raining to those
who have suffered from furuncle. Boils
may at times be nipped in the bud, so to
speak, by painting around them very
early with tincture of iodine.-Philadel-
plea Times.
Gypsies Do Not Mourn.
It is a singular fact that gypsies do not
mourn the death of their young, much as
they love and sheristi the living. On one
occasion, where a band had buried a little
child in camp where I was viaiting, hardly
had the evening come before the jollicet
of merry making was begun. The mourn-
.ng family were especially made comfort-
able and plied with enlivening liquor
until long after midnight. I discovered
that the gypsy thought on all thaw mat-
ters was one of pure philosophy.
"Tak*n young, the sweet dearie,
'Fends the road, a' a-weery!"
That is, a dead child is beyond trouble,
and no labor or effort is spared on the part
at friends to emphasize this idea and turn
the matter to some pleasurable account.
It also holds good on the death of the
elder gypsies, though in a lesser degree.
While I have never been aisle, even
through the most careful inquiry and ob-
eervation. to eiacover in any gypsy I
ever knew a definite faith in a future ex-istence, or the possible reunion of kin, or
the good, after death, a gypsy who has
been an honor to hio kind is buried with
gnat ceremony. It is not infrequent
that his entire portable effects aro burned
at or near his grave. "Hits better theybe wi' him," or, "Owsumdever mout 'imbe wi'out naught but 'is hands crowd."
aro about all that can bo got for the
closest questioning. There is in it. all.however, a ridiculous and grim deference
poosibilities.-Edgar L. Wakeman's
Letter.
new sulphur Matches Are Made.
Nearly all the operations of match
making are now carried on by machinery.
The wood is first sawed into blocks of
uniform length, usually ono and a half
inches long, or the length of the match.
These blocks are then fed into the cut-
ting machine. which cuts twelve matches
at every stroke. To make round matches
the %vied is forced through perforationsin metal plates. The splints aro then
pushed into slats arranged on a double
chain 230 feet long. On this they are
carried to the sulphur vat, dipped thereinby a mechanical movement and then in
sanle Manner to the phosphorus vat
and dipped. Machines are also used for
making the boxes and packing the splints
therein.
Art the consumption of matches is most
enormous-being estimated at six a day
fur every man, woman and child in Eu-
rope and North America-they form animportant article of commerce, and the
invention of machinery for their manu-facture has proved of great advantage.
But the especial value of machinery is
that it hats so largely reduced the mor-
tality caused by working over the phos-
phorus. The substance, when heated,
throws off fumes which cannot be con-
tinuously breathed without causing dis-
eaae. In large factories 144,000 small
boxes of matches are often made and
packed ready for shipping in a single
day,-Philadelphia Times.
Ciergymaa's Sore Throat.
An Engliah surgeon claims to hare dis-
covered the Cathie of clergymen's sore
throats. No other speakers are affectedin this way, and he has come to the con-
clusion that the malady is induced by
speaking down to a congregation from an
elevated pulpit, thereby depreeing the
vocal organs and causing irritation and
congestion. If clergymen would hold the
hind erect and speak up they would never
have throat trouble, and even if already
suffering to some extent they may cure
themselves bv api•aking in a right position.
There aro ba;„1 habits of phonation, breath-ing, etc., which a good teacher can easily
correct, hut the bending forward of thebead and hanging over the sermon while
reading it is worst of all, and any man
can correct himself in it.-Living Church.
The vrasse• cheese
The 'Parsee chair" is announced as
the successor of the hammock. A sea-
shore correeponCent who has seen one
describes it as a sort of box or cradle of
mahogany, with a high back and low
sides, It is covered with Hindu rugs and
two large, soft pillows worked in rich
Turkish embroidery. At each corner the
chair is supported by ropes which depend
from the roof and which run through
hollow pieces of mahogany, making the
supports seem like slender and flexible
wooden columns. "In the Parsee chair,"
it seems, "a lady may lounge and swing
in the most luxurious of poses and the
most picturesque of attitudes, without
suffering that curvature of the sieve
which the hammock entails." -Detroit
Free Preece
Did You Ever I
W. Revels, M. D., of Baltimore,
Md., says: "I have been in the practice
of medicine for over eighteen years, but
never have I seen the equal of Hodges'
Sarsaparilla. It has worked miracles
here in curing Rheumatism and Scrofu-la. Have almost come to the conclusiori
that I can not practice without it."
?Sold by all druggists.
•
Letter List.
Letters remaining in the post office at
ilopkinsville, Ky.., for 30 dep., %tech,
if not called for in 30 days from this(late, will be sent to the Dead Letter
Office at Washington, D. C..
Ashby, Ivan Rives, Jame.'Aihby. Mrs. Co'eman Barnett. Miss MollieCa pet Mrs Barclay, J V
t I, w • II, Miss Laura Hell, Miss Fannie
A aid% ell Janie* Blakeley, Thusi teems'', charms Hem:laugh.% XDavis, Iles Lion Brow n, Dies1)en ton. John Luck uer, Juo (rag)
Orrin, 
-..'ett " MisalklemiinyEaves. lienfilm in . Mins FahnesyElliegton, J•men
Ellat, Mrs Rosa 
G'illtito, Relit
G ben, .1 MFuller, Sam 1.1 more, William
Hatt evi.James I. lamer, Mrs Jane
Hamby, P A Graham, John
Barton. Ellie James, P WHall tiros. Jennings, fearayetteHerrington. Joe Johnson, Col VI. MHicks, Ili s Mettle " JordanHopkins, Miss Adel's Kelt., Miss JessieLacy, C li. Keen, Ella
Lawrine, J SI Major, RowLewis, Prof V IL liaison, Lewisbeavelle, Mies Mary Ma 'dos, I, BMOore, Lams P McDaym, Jr ,
Moore, it Y Moore, W•Iter NV inMoo e,iSeorge /I MOSS. Chu rehOwen, Mrs Morning l'rayor, BellOutten, Kph l'ayne, Mr g Mos F.
Russell, Carlotta eideOck. JimRI Veil, Turner Postern, Edna' ineTurin, Jack Vatter, Mrs MaggieTie !mien, Ince Willis, A LDillard, Coleman Willa, Leh),Therms/ion, P II Waghen, Mrs Peelle .1Wstk Ins, Mary Williams, Miss 1)nsyWade, N Wilson, Mho 11Watson, Geo Walker. TWensenhom, Gus (0) Young, HoaryWatkins, Ilandy
Persens calling for any of the above
letters will pleane say ativerthied.
J. B. McKxNzte, l'. af
Sept. 1887.
After Three Years.
W. F. Walton, of Springfield, Tenn.,
says ; "I have been suffering with Neu-
talela in my face and head off and en
for three years. I purchased a box of
Ds. Tanner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure
and took eight of the pills. I have notfelt any symptoms of Nueralgia since.
It gives tne pleasure to recommend. It."Sold by all druggists.
Mollie Workman has been acquittedin the Bath Circuit Clem of tlw i.liarge
of being accessory to the murder of herhusband. The only witness against her
was tle• actual murderer, who is now
under sentence of life imprisonment for
the crime.
-.0111M-
POISON IN THE ASSES
What the Mt. Lebutnin Shakers
- Found Incident in the 1113-
tory era quiet Community.
The Ali ma Lebanon (New
York) Shakers are a quiet com-
munity, secluded from the fret
and worry of the outside world.
They are widely known, how-
Ter, for their strict bonor and
probity in business.
The Shakers believe that na-
ture has a remedy for every dis-
ease. A few have been found- -
the rest are as yet unknown.
Many were discovered by acci-
dent. Others came to light SS
the result of patient eirperiment
and research.
Nervous Dyspepsia is a com-
paratively new disease, growing
out of the conditions of modern
life. It is a joint affection of
the digestive organs and of the
nervous system. These two
were formerly treated as sepa-
rate ailments, and it WAS left
fur the clear-sighted Shakers
to prove that the basis of this
terrible and often fatal compli-
cation lies chiefly in tie disord-
ered and depraved functions of
digestion and nutrition. They
reasoned thus:-"If we can in-
duce the stomach to do its
work, and stimulate the excre-
tive organs to drive out of the
body the poisonous waste mat-
ters which remain after tholife-
giving elements of the food
have been absorbed, we shall
have conquered NVI'VOIIS Dys-
pepsia and Nervous Exhaust-
ion. And they were right
Knowing the infallible power
of Shaker Extract (Seigel's
Syrup) in less complicated
though similar &senses,
they resolved to test it fully
in this. To leave no ground
for doubt they prescribed the
remedy in }Mildred% of eases
which 1nel prenounced in-
curable-with perfect success
in every instanee where their
directions as to living and diet
were beruptilously followed.
Nervous Dyspepsia awl Ex-
haustion is a peculiarly Ameri-
can disease. To a greater or
less extent half the people of
this country surfer from it-
both sexes and 41 fil:t11, In no
country in the "' ortit are there
so ninny insane.asvlunis tilled
to ovi•rtiowing, all resulting
from this alarming disease. Its
leading symptoms are these;
Fre(pient or mitintial head-
ache; a dull pain at the base
of the brain ; 'bad breath; nau-
seous eructations; the rising
of sour and pungent fluids to
the throat ; a sense of oppress-
ion and faintness at the pit of
the stomach. flatulence; wake-
fulness and loss of sleep; dis-
gust with food eveu when
weak from the need of it ; sticky
or slimy matter on the teeth or
in the mouth, especially on ris-
ing in the nioniino; furred and
coated tongue; dull eyes; cold
hands an& feet ; constipation;
dry or roth.,,h ; to
fix tbe mind on any labor call-
ing for continuous attention;
and oppressive and sad fore-
bodings and fears.
All this terrible' you.?
Shaker Extract (Seigel s
Syrup) removes by its pos-
itive, powerful, direct yet
painless and gentle action upon
the function§ of digestion and
assimilation. Those elements
of tbe food that build up and
strengthen the system are sent
upon their mission, while all
,.-aste matters (the ash 133 Of life's
lire) which unremored, poison
and kill, are expelled from the
body through the bowels, kid-
neys and skin, The weak and
prostrated nerves are quieted,
toned and fed by the purified
blood, As the result, health,
with its enjoyments, blessings
and power, returns to the suf-
ferer who bad, perhaps, aband-
oned all hope of ever seein,-;
another well day.
Theoeore L. Harrison, United States
Consul at Beracoa, Cuba, is dead at that
point. Mr. liarriaon was appointedfrom Carrellton. Ky four tnonthe ago.
Ile was a young man, a lawyer mei a800 of Maj R. le Hareem, a moot esti-
mable citizen of Carroll eounty.
SEWING:,MACHIN
HAS
 NO EQUAL
ER FECT SATISFACTIO 
New Hcmo Sewing Ylachine Co.'
-ORANGE, MASS. -
30 Unice Square, N.Y. Chore Si. Louis, ma
Atlas% 6a. Baltn. To. San Frandsce, Cal.
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
_
fHE THEORY OF STORMS.
As Lolly Vederstned •erl pt los el
Dew They Originate wed Pew Away.
staigthi4a411 Ills StilO4104
Foll• tniflide 1;111141111g, 1111111 eX11111111041 the
theory of storms the other day:
••Stereut an. caused," he said. "firstby the meeting unit cenuningling of in-/sited atinospiterk: teniperetures pr0S-AU res ; ist•cenol. I iy r, utat ion of the
ea.rtli, and. thirdly, by unequal specific
eravity different layers of air. Thefirst of theme tinning; 61 the prime one: the
other two an. but of ievoneary and com-paratively idight importance in tile' gen-
eratien of a storm.
-It is a well known fact that warm air
rises. It is equally well known that the
earth becomes heated by the raysfalling upiun it. and by the alsiorption and
radiation of this etored up heat reneentthe temperature higher at the surface
than at elevated penes Fur a time thislee air en the surface ie kept down by
atmospheric pressure, but there cornea atine- which the expansion becomes sogreat as to break through the cad airpressure. and the hot air goes up with a
rush, rising sometimes te great height.As this warns air rinse it creates a vacuumbelow, ami the cooler air rushes in from
all sides to till its place. This cool air. asit gets gradually heated, also rises, uhd
mere cote air rushes to /Wail' fill the
vacuum. Right at this point where thehot air first rises ie the center of a storm.The vacuum cautaxl by the &sending hot
air bucks into its vortex the air from
every peint of the compses, and this SW-Lion causes wind, but places affected by
a storm thus formed, it will be seen, willhave the wind from different points of
the couiptes, according to their direc-tion from ti.e seem center. Thus, alocality directly south a storm center
will have tlw wind frcai the Routh, SS it
rushes north. \Vben this warm air has
accumulated at a sufficiently high alti-tude, and become surrounded by a cooler
air, the nioisture in it begins to condense,forming rain.
"The rushing in of the 000l air to tillthe vacuum caused by the rising hot airgives motion to the accumulation of
warm air, and it begins te whirl aboutin a circle, but at the center all is calm
and clear. Thus it is that oometimes we
experience 'a lull in the storm,' as it is
called. Such a brief respite is nothing
more than the pressing of a storm centerdirectly over head, through which the
sun even may shine unobstructedly.
eAs tins storm keeps whirling about
over head it continues to gather energy,
and grows by the accession of more heated
air, exactly as a snowball is increased indiameter by rolling it in the snow. Atlast the accumulation becomes of such
proportions as to feel the effects of the
earth's reation, and it begins to move.
Ties rotation of the earth, being from
west to east, gives all the storms of any
extent the same general direction. Such
general direction, however, from west to
east, is liable to deflections from various
causes. such as mountains. conditions of
the atmosphere, by coming in contact
with other storms or air currents, and
by large anew uf water.
eNine out of ten American storms
originate in the mountainous regions of
the northwest, where the warm air of
the valleys rises and comes in contact
with the cool air from the grmt eleva-
tions of the Rocky mountains. These
storms take a generally southeasterly di-
rection until they get into the dry regions
of Kansaa, and there, becoming fam-
ished, as it were, fur want of moisture,
and as if scenting the water for which
they long from the direction of the great
lake region, they make a turn to tie.
northeast and proceed to the great lakes,
where they absorb abundance of moisture,
and then travel on east, deluging us with
this water from the lakes. All such gen-
eral storms rem out from this country to
the Atlantic. through the St. Lawrence
valley. Within recent years these Ameri-
can storms have been actually traced
arose the Atlantic te Europe, and some
of thena even as far as Asia.
"All seems originate in the game way,
whether on land or at sea; in Bummer or
in winter. The undercurrent cif air
which rises need not neceseanly be warm
to make it rise; es, for instance. where
the temperature is below the freezing
point; but the undercurrent must be of
a higher temperature than that above
and surrounding it to force it to rise. In
otber words, a storm is originated by a
commingling of unequal atmospheric
temeerat urea, "7-New York Commercial
Advertiser.
A Co-operative Kitchen.
The scheme has been actually carried
into effect in New York, so far as some
of the great apartment houses are con-
cerned. In them there is one kitchen for
many families, and it is presided over by
a high priced cook, such a man as only
the richest single families are able to em-
ploy. Provisions are bought wholesale,
and there is a variety in the fare not pos-
sible in an ordinary household with its
own kitchen. The housemaids are also
/supplied by the manager, in whose pay
rind under whose discipline they are, and
the establishment furnishes, besides, me-
chanics and porters fur the common COG-
renience. Therefore, a family may on.
tain cookery and service which only the
very rich are able to secure in another
than a co-operative household.
Yet people who have lived in such
apartment houses have often become dis-
satisfied with them. The cookery is res-
taurant cookery, and something ot the
character of the home is lest. Life istoo
easy, and women may sigh for the occu-
pations with which the old fashioned
household provided them. But the Lon-
don writer is correct in his prevision
when he says that something like asso-
ciated homes is clearly indicated for the
future.-New York Sun.
Standing a Flagstaff.
A Falmouth sportanan went out for
beach birds recently. A glanee across
West Falmouth meadows showed him the
long neck and head of a blue heron.
Straightway he began to wriggle along
the marsh toward the game. Every now
and then he would rause his head to make
sure that his prey had not flitted to fields
more green, and then another rod of
wallowing through green ooze and slimy
mud. At last lie came to an "aim," and
raised to his knee-to find that he had
been stalking the flagstaff and pennant
of a sloop in West Falmouth harbor, •
mile away.-Boston Journal.
Plan rg
=as-y-
 Term.s.
We furnish,humbe.la of homes yearly with fine1.1,inne (oilcans, and allow elle-
lotio•M pa *111311 11001111ly or quarterly payment..
Steinway & Sons,
Decker Brothers,
Hanes Brothers,
J.& C. Fiffher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND MOHOG %NI' CANES. NPECIAL
DES14:11,1 ?RADE TO ORDER.
'ion fur horaes. Special attention given te erniebrg sor-od horses and vehicles tO all lisery '
Large and roomy stable and ample accommoda 111 G
. [It nhona connection ))))) where. 
SH ONINC ER.
Vanderbilt UniversityOffers In Its departments of Science, Literature andArts. Law, Theology. Knit neer' og, Tharniio y, I ien.tot ry, and Medicine the Ingle-tot ethe Kt sea•I adv.'strios st a moderate Clad,. AddreesILS 1LLIAMS, Secretary, Nashville, Team
JOB WORK
Neatly and promptly executed at
Oin13113
HAMILTON.
ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 Fourth. Ave.,
Louisville, : • Sy.•
' Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Room, Library and Hall
•
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure
This powder vanes A marvel of pun-y. strength and si holeseimeness Mon econom•teal than the ordinary kinds. and cannot be solein competition si the multitude of ow test,abort weight atom or phosphate wiwilers. 5.14milt/ is eons. Roe•L B• POWDER CO ,W all Street. N. Y.
NEVER fAILS To CURE
WM(5 015 Rxtvp,ovit
//•IL) ALL DISEASES Of
• ttikN p,0 BEAST.
TKAT CAN BE REAESED By AN
sii,oct-ttrs AuR60„,E.
ElalOPIAti PILE
-aezpOlemEKT
. ALL rogn OF PILE.5
110DGV-5:014tILLA
0
 
SAlt,p5t5 ARISING
CtiRt5 Oikt'Not.t5Tvt
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tRoli .rtkg„ BLOM
„.14 C
Is in.c/XLY nirffl.1181a WV- 074
rAkni EOR VXD5 of KEVRAI.Glat
D E RE. ------topE. BY1 14
 DOT MED (3RAgGv tlasiffiarTExic
rou SIA LE BY DIIUGGItas
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Ifille11/11X.
all A. Ynuati. If . Jim. A. Grime D.
DRS. YOUNG & GITNN
HONICEOPATHISTS,
HoseusisvieLZ,BI•
oases oor 90 and Main.
R X F•iateitni
txtrinewes
Cor Clay and 7th
Tilos vt BLAKEY
Drs. Fairleigh &Blaley,
ay:Jim/1i S
agg-011ies einem Ste bad lasts.
DR. DARE BELL
Offers his professional services 10 the people at
Hopkinavilie and • !clans .
ifig•"0111ro ever Planter, Break, biros At
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon,
HOPE IMtiVILLZ, KENTUCKY.
mace over Phelps' law, oniee. Court Ilreel.
manirsvirs.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
-DENTIST,-
Hopkineville, - - Kentucky.
Office over M. Frankel A Sons'.
ATTORNEYS.
JOHN /*ELAND. JOHN DELAND.",
nit; FELANDS,
Attorne s at Law,
Will practice la All the eiliaM1 01 Lai, Uoirssonwealth.
Ofilo a Hower Bloat,
C. A. Champlin,
Attcrael, and Conneellor at Law
OfBee over Planters Bank,
- - - - Ky.
THE CREAT
Without Chant- abd with Speed Unreilet
SMORTZST AND QUICKEST -AMITELow• Evansville iswall Shane rs. •to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
T111:40 101 -.41Si-1MS-fro. above titles torOoloilie end leattaaosuse, seating direct roe' wet ) • viol'
t. na a r, a.-- qa
' Sei 11a410.010.. 1111040s. JaeSSosolb•
• ai•sl 0.•0110 is, Y10101..
Jfi WY ti .111•• at 010110te a4tO Ssol•s Os-Owl:1p wit/
I NOrt1H, EAST, SOU N a WEST
r
 M GRAITSCrest, strs1Vial 1•0• 11111•11
••••• .‘rent• nil,. 1..11114.n, rOgiali,
. e• ATMORE GP&T
L01.01110110, Ky.
RENSHAW &CLARK,
New Grocers,
Main Street, liopkimoillie, Ky.,
N1•11t door to Dan Illerrittj
Keep- slim + otoo the nice+t aseortoent efran,  1.1,0,1.r/ea. embracing everything used intitbit. pomp ies; •leo a r.1101Ce Sele.rI1011 of eygersTobareoll
GOODS rosommrLy DELI V EKED
anywhere to the city. st their store 011110Utli Main street
•
.4\ •
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